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We build a general formalism to describe thin viscous jets as one-dimensional objects with an
internal structure. We present in full generality the steps needed to describe the viscous jets around
their central line, and we argue that the Taylor expansion of all fields around that line is conveniently
expressed in terms of symmetric trace-free tensors living in the two dimensions of the fiber sections.
We recover the standard results of axisymmetric jets and we report the first and second corrections to
the lowest order description, also allowing for a rotational component around the axis of symmetry.
When applied to generally curved fibers, the lowest order description corresponds to a viscous string
model whose sections are circular. However, when including the first corrections we find that curved
jets generically develop elliptic sections. Several subtle effects imply that the first corrections cannot
be described by a rod model, since it amounts to selectively discard some corrections. However, in a
fast rotating frame we find that the dominant effects induced by inertial and Coriolis forces should
be correctly described by rod models. For completeness, we also recover the constitutive relations
for forces and torques in rod models and exhibit a missing term in the lowest order expression of
viscous torque. Given that our method is based on tensors, the complexity of all computations has
been beaten down by using an appropriate tensor algebra package such as xAct, allowing us to obtain
a one-dimensional description of curved viscous jets with all the first order corrections consistently
included. Finally, we find a description for straight fibers with elliptic sections as a special case of
these results, and recover that ellipticity is dynamically damped by surface tension. An application
to toroidal viscous fibers is presented in the companion paper [Pitrou, Phys. Rev. E 97, 043116
(2018)].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Solving exactly the non-linear fluid equations for long
viscous jets is extremely complicated and one needs to
resort to an approximation scheme to study the dynam-
ics of these systems. Due to the elongated shape, there
is an obvious simplification which consists in considering
a one-dimensional description. A body is considered as
being slender if its radius R is typically much smaller
than the inverse size of velocity gradients L, that is if the
velocity field changes on length scales which are larger
than the fiber radius. Hence the one-dimensional reduc-
tion induces naturally an expansion in the slenderness
parameter R ≡ R/L. Given that at lowest order, a
solid is approximated by a point particle, then we expect
that a slender jet is approximated at lowest order by
some type of string. Furthermore, as extended objects
are described as point particles with an internal struc-
ture encoded in various moments (e.g. in the moment
of inertia), the internal structure of the one-dimensional
object which approximates a viscous jet is encoded in
some moments which vary continuously along the one-
dimensional fiber. From the perturbative expansion in
the small parameter R we show how this series of mo-
ments must be truncated at a given order of corrections
around the string description. The various moments de-
scribing the viscous jet happen to separate naturally into
moments which evolve dynamically and moments which
are related by constraints to the former ones.
For simplicity, we restrict our analysis to incompress-
ible Newtonian fluids whose internal forces are captured
entirely by a constant viscosity parameter, and we allow
for surface tension effects. These ingredients are suffi-
cient to describe the dynamics of drop formation from
the Rayleigh-Plateau instability (Plateau 1873, Rayleigh
1878, Eggers 1997). However, concerning the global
shape of the viscous jet, our aim is to remain as general as
possible, allowing for curved fibers (that is curved central
lines) with possibly non-circular cross sections. Indeed
there are a series of geometrical simplifications which are
usually performed given the symmetries of specific prob-
lems. From the most restrictive to the most general, we
find the axisymmetric case, the straight fiber case with
non-circular sections, the curved fiber case with circu-
lar sections, and the curved fiber case with non-circular
sections.
• Axisymmetric fibers: the fiber central line is a
straight line and the cross sections around that cen-
tral line are disks only. The one-dimensional re-
duction of viscous jets for this geometry has been
extensively studied in previous literature with sev-
eral non-equivalent methods. A first method con-
sists in using the Cosserat theory (Bogy 1979),
and it has been shown that this method is in fact
equivalent to expanding the velocity fields along
a suitable basis of functions (Eggers 1997, Eg-
gers and Villermaux 2008). The second method
is based on a radial expansion (mathematically a
Taylor expansion) of velocity fields and it has been
developed in, e.g., Garc´ıa and Castellanos (1994),
Eggers and Dupont (1994), or Bechtel et al. (1995)
when allowing for a possible angular rotation
around the axis of symmetry. The validity of these
methods has been studied in details in the subse-
quent literature, e.g. in Perales and Vega (2010),
Gan˜a´n-Calvo et al. (2011), Montanero et al. (2011)
or Vincent et al. (2014). In § VI, we recover the
standard lowest order results plus first corrections
using the radial expansion method. We also report
a general method to obtain recursively its correc-
tions up to any order and report the second set of
corrections. In this geometry, once the constraints
from the stress tensor on the fiber side have been
used, the fundamental dynamical variables appear
to be the velocity along the axis v, the local rota-
tion rate around that axis φ˙, and the radius R.
• Straight fibers: the fiber central line is still a
straight line, but the cross sections can have more
general shapes. We find that the section shape is
most conveniently expanded into shape multipoles
which are symmetric trace free tensors. The lowest
multipole describes for instance the elliptical modu-
lation of the cross sections (Bechtel et al. 1988a,b).
Under this description, the shape multipoles are
additional fundamental variables.
• Curved fibers with circular sections: the fiber cen-
tral line can have any general shape as long as the
curvature radius remains larger than the typical
extension of the cross sections. A formalism was
initially developed in Entov and Yarin (1984) and
further summarized in Yarin (1993, 2011). Curved
fibers were considered with surface tension effects
3in Dewynne et al. (1992), Cummings and Howell
(1999) and also in Arne et al. (2009, 2015) to study
rotational spinning processes such as those used in
the production of glass wool or candy floss. A sim-
ilar viscous rod model, based on curvilinear coordi-
nates adapted to the problem, has been developed
by Ribe (2004), Ribe et al. (2006, 2012) to study
the coiling of viscous jets, and numerical methods
were developed by e.g. Audoly et al. (2013), Bergou
et al. (2010) to obtain general solutions. In this
article, we develop a formalism based on a 2 + 1
splitting (Miyamoto 2010) of equations, that is, a
separation between the two-dimensional fiber sec-
tions and its one-dimensional central line, to reduce
curved viscous jets as one-dimensional object. We
first describe in full generality the central line along
which the jet is described by following essentially
the method developed by Ribe. The tangential di-
rection of this central line naturally determines a
fiber direction and a fiber section which is orthogo-
nal to it, along which our 2+1 splitting of equations
is performed. Then, using the irreducible repre-
sentation of SO(2), we build an expansion of the
velocity field. It is based on symmetric trace-free
tensors which are lying in the fiber sections and
we show that these tensors are the moments which
naturally take into account the internal structure
of the fiber. Eventually, the fundamental variables
are the same as for straight fibers with non-circular
sections (velocity along the axis v, local rotation
rate around that axis φ˙, fiber radius R, and shape
multipoles), since all other velocity moments can be
obtained as constraints from these variables. These
fundamental variables must also be supplemented
by the fiber central line position and velocity. The
difference with the straight case lies mainly in the
fact that circular sections are only compatible with
the lowest order description, that is with the vis-
cous string model. Indeed, as soon as corrections
are included, the shape multipoles are necessarily
sourced. For instance, terms which are quadratic
in the central line curvature generically source the
ellipticity.
Our consistent description of elongated but possibly
curved viscous fibers allows to find a number of qual-
itative results on the structure of the one-dimensional
models which contrast with past literature. Most im-
portantly, we find that the first corrections for curved
fiber geometries cannot be encompassed by the rod model
of Arne et al. (2009), Ribe (2004), Ribe et al. (2006).
These methods are based on the observation that, when
considering extended solid objects instead of point parti-
cles, we must supplement the momentum balance equa-
tion by an angular momentum equation. It is thus ex-
pected that to go beyond the string approximation which
can also be obtained from a momentum balance equation,
we should use some form of angular momentum balance
equation. However, this method inspired from solids fails
for viscous fluids for a number of reasons which are ab-
sent in non-deformable solids.
At lowest order in R, the rotation of the fiber section
follows the rotation of the fluid on the fiber central line.
Since the dynamics of the central line is determined from
the momentum balance equation, its local rotation rate
is also derived from it, implying that the angular momen-
tum method cannot bring any new dynamical informa-
tion about fiber section rotation. In fact, it is precisely
because the rotation of sections is determined from the
rotation of the central line at lowest order that the an-
gular momentum method is instead a constraint on the
sectional component of the viscous forces which appear
as corrections to the lowest order description. Eventu-
ally, the coupling between the momentum balance and
angular momentum balance equation amounts to select-
ing only some corrections and discarding the other ones
as several order 2R effects are missing. For instance, the
sectional component of the velocity on the central line
differs from the sectional component of the velocity of
the central line by corrections of order 2R. Additionally,
the longitudinal velocity develops a Hagen-Poiseuille pro-
file (that is a parabolic profile in terms of the radial dis-
tance), which blurs the notion of solid displacement of
fiber sections.
For these various reasons we find that we should not
build a one-dimensional reduction of viscous fibers from
the usual methods which have been developed to describe
the continuous deformation of solids, but we should in-
stead start from a Taylor expansion of the velocity field
and find a consistent truncation at any given order.
When deriving corrections to a viscous string model, this
requires to abandon the hypothesis of circular sections
and to derive the dynamical equations for the shape mo-
ments as well.
1. Outline
In § II we review the general formalism to describe the
fiber central line and fiber sections. We introduce a coor-
dinates system and a vector basis which are adapted to
the description of curved fibers. In § III, we review in de-
tails how scalar fields and vector field such as velocity can
be expanded in multipoles using an adapted 2+1 decom-
position. This leads us to introduce irreducible represen-
tations of SO(2) according to which these multipoles are
classified. With this formalism clearly established, it is
then possible to explore in full generality all the kinemati-
cal relations of fluid fibers in § IV and then the dynamical
laws in § V. The formalism is then applied for the two
main geometries of interest. First, in §VI we rederive
the axisymmetric results up to first corrections, includ-
ing the interplay between the velocity along the axis of
symmetry, and rotation around that same axis. Second
corrections of the axisymmetric case are also reported
in Appendix E. In §VII we then tackle the problem of
curved fibers, first deriving the lowest order string model
4and then discussing the general method to obtain correc-
tions. We report the first corrections in the curved case
and show that elliptical shapes are necessarily sourced at
that order. We also discuss the special case of straight
but non-circular sections in § VII D. Finally, we com-
pare our method with the rod models where dynamical
equations are usually obtained from momentum/angular
momentum balance and we discuss the range of valid-
ity of these methods. Several technical developments are
gathered in the Appendices, among which the symmetric
trace-free tensors in Appendix A which we use through-
out the article. The formalism is applied to study toroidal
viscous fibers in Pitrou (2018).
2. Notation
Assuming incompressibility, the mass density ρ is con-
stant. Hence, in the remainder of this article we will use
the notation
µ/ρ→ µ , ν/ρ→ ν , P/ρ→ P, (1.1)
where µ is the viscosity of the fluid, ν the surface tension
parameter, and P the pressure.
We use Einstein summation convention whenever indices
are placed in pairs with one index up and one index down
as, e.g., in xµxµ or X
iYi.
II. GEOMETRY
For axisymmetric fibers, it is natural to use cylindrical
coordinates. The third coordinate (z) is naturally asso-
ciated with the axis of symmetry, and the other coordi-
nates (r, θ) parameterze the two-dimensional space which
is orthogonal to this axis. However, for generally curved
fibers, we must use fiber adapted coordinates. They are
closely related to cylindrical coordinates in the sense that
we choose a central line inside the fiber and we use the
natural coordinate of this line as the third coordinate.
The two other coordinates are then used to describe the
planes which are orthogonal to this central line. In this
section, we construct fiber adapted coordinates and the
orthonormal basis which is naturally associated with it.
A. Description of the fiber central line
Throughout this article, we use Cartesian coordinates
xµ, with the corresponding canonical basis of vector and
co-vectors (forms) eµ and e
µ = dxµ. Greek indices refer
to components in this canonical basis. The scalar and
wedge products of two vectors X = Xµeµ and Y =
Y µeµ are simply
X · Y ≡ XµYµ , [X × Y ]α ≡ εαµνXµYν , (2.1)
where εαµν is the totally antisymmetric tensor with
ε123 = 1.
We assume that it is possible to define a fiber central
line (FCL) as an approximation to the fiber shape. We
postpone to § IV I the discussion about the geometrical
construction of this line. The position of this FCL and
its tangent vector T = Tµeµ are given by
Rµ(s, t) , Tµ ≡ ∂sRµ , TµTµ = 1 . (2.2)
The last condition ensures that the coordinate s can also
be used to measure lengths along the FCL, and t is the
absolute time. A parallel projector, also named longitu-
dinal projector, and an orthogonal projector, also named
sectional projector, can be defined as
P‖
µ
ν
= TµTν , P⊥µν = δ
µ
ν − TµTν = δµν − P‖µν , (2.3)
and can be used to project any vectorial quantity along
and orthogonally to the fiber tangential direction Tµ.
The velocity of the FCL is given by
U ≡ ∂tR (2.4)
from which we deduce that the evolution of the tangent
vector obeys
∂s∂tR = ∂t∂sR ⇒ ∂tT = ∂sU . (2.5)
From the normalization condition (2.2) of Tµ, we deduce
that
T · ∂tT = 0 ⇒ T · ∂sU = 0 . (2.6)
This last relation means that the FCL velocity can only
rotate the FCL direction T , but without stretching it.
Indeed, since it is only a geometrical line there would
be no physical information contained in such stretching
and we thus chose the normalization (2.2). The FCL
can be understood as a non-extensible but flexible wire
that would be inside the bulk of the viscous jet, and the
coordinate s can be thought of as the distance along that
wire from a reference point s = 0.
The curvature of the FCL is defined as the rate of
change of the tangential direction along the line for a
fixed time, that is
κ ≡ T × ∂sT , ∂sT = κ× T , (2.7)
and it depends on (s, t). Note that we have chosen de-
liberately κ · T = 0 and our convention thus differs from
Arne et al. (2009), Ribe (2004), Ribe et al. (2006) where
the longitudinal component of curvature does not neces-
sarily vanish.
Finally, to alleviate the notation, for any vector X we
will use the notation
X˜ ≡ T ×X . (2.8)
Note that the vector κ˜ points toward the exterior of the
FCL curvature.
5B. Local orthonormal basis
On each fiber section we can consider an orthonormal
basis (d1,d2,d3 ≡ T ) where the vectors of the basis de-
pend only on (s, t). We use coordinates i, j, k, . . . to refer
to components along this basis. It is oriented such that
di × dj = εijkdk , (2.9)
where εijk = ε
ijk = εij
k with ε123 = 1 is the alternat-
ing symbol which is fully antisymmetric. This orthonor-
mal basis is related to the canonical Cartesian basis by a
change of basis
di = di
µeµ . (2.10)
Similarly, the co-basis which depends also only on (s, t) is
related to the canonical co-basis by a change of co-basis
di = diµe
µ . (2.11)
The change of basis and co-basis satisfy the basic prop-
erties
diµ = δ
ijδµνdj
ν = di
µ (2.12a)
d3
µ = Tµ d3µ = Tµ = δµνT
ν . (2.12b)
Any vector on the central line, is decomposed as
X(s, t) = Xi(s, t)di(s, t) . (2.13)
The fiber central line and its associated orthonormal ba-
sis are illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that for components in
the orthonormal basis, the position of indices does not
matter. Indeed from (2.12), we find that for any vector
Xi = Xi. In the orthonormal basis, the scalar products
and wedge products of two vectors X and Y are
X · Y = XiYi , [X × Y ]i = εijkXjYk . (2.14)
FIG. 1: Fiber central line position Rµ, and the associated
orthonormal basis dµi . A point lying in a fiber section is then
labeled by xµ defined in (2.29).
Following the evolution of the tangent vector along the
fiber (2.7), we choose to transport this basis along the
FCL according to
∂sdi = κ× di ⇔ κi = 12ijk(∂sdj) · dk , (2.15)
which is consistent with (2.7) since T = d3.
C. Rotation of the orthonormal basis
The rotation rate of the orthonormal basis is defined
by
∂tdi = ω × di ⇔ ωi = 12εijk(∂tdj) · dk . (2.16)
In particular ∂tT = ω × T and the sectional projection
of rotation satisfies
P⊥(ω) = T × ∂tT = T × ∂sU . (2.17)
From the definitions (2.7) and (2.16) of curvature and
rotation, we get the structure relation
∂tκ− ∂sω = ω × κ . (2.18)
This relation is a consequence of the flatness of the clas-
sical structure of spacetime as explained in Appendix D.
When projected on T , it also implies
(∂sω) · T = 0 . (2.19)
We use the indices a, b, · · · = 1, 2 for the sectional com-
ponents, that is which are orthogonal to the fiber tangen-
tial direction. For instance the curvature κ is projected
since P⊥(κ) = κ, but the rotation is not a projected
vector, so their decompositions in components read as
κ = κada , ω = ω
idi , P⊥(ω) = ωada . (2.20)
The notation (2.8) in components is simply
X˜a = (T ×X)a = Xbεba , (2.21)
where εab = ε
ab ≡ εab3 is the two-dimensional alternating
symbol (ε12 = 1). Since ∂sε
ab = ∂tε
ab = 0 the tilde
operation and the ∂s or ∂t derivatives commute.
From (2.18) the relations between the derivatives of
components of curvature and rotation read as
∂tκ
i − ∂sωi = εijkκjωk . (2.22)
Separating the sectional and longitudinal components
these relations are just
∂tκ
a − ∂sωa = εabκbω3 = −κ˜aω3 , (2.23a)
∂sω
3 = εabωaκb = −ωaκ˜a = ω˜aκa .(2.23b)
This last relation (2.23b), which is the component version
of (2.19), states that once the curvature and the sectional
projection of the rotation are fixed at a given time along
the FCL, then the longitudinal component of rotation
ω3 is also determined at that time along the FCL, as a
consequence of the structure relation (2.18). We call this
type of relation a constraint equation.
6D. Essential relations for components
For a vector X(s, t), the component of the derivatives
[e.g., (∂tX)
i ≡ di · ∂tX] are not the derivatives of the
components [e.g., ∂tX
i ≡ ∂t(di ·X)]. Indeed, they are
related by
(∂tX)
i = ∂tX
i + (ω ×X)i
= ∂tX
i + εijkωjXk , (2.24a)
(∂sX)
i = ∂sX
i + (κ×X)i
= ∂sX
i + εijkκjXk . (2.24b)
In particular, for the projected (or sectional) indices, this
reads as
(∂tX)
a = ∂tX
a − ω˜aX3 + X˜aω3 , (2.25a)
(∂sX)
a = ∂sX
a − κ˜aX3 . (2.25b)
If a vector X is projected, that is orthogonal to the tan-
gential direction (X3 = 0), then in that special case,
(∂sX)
a = ∂sX
a but note that we still have (∂tX)
a 6=
∂tX
a. From the derivatives of the components, that is,
from ∂tX
i, ∂sX
i, we can conversely obtain the deriva-
tives of the vector using (2.24) with the simple relations
∂sX = (∂sX)
idi = (∂sX
i)di + κ×X , (2.26a)
∂tX = (∂tX)
idi = (∂tX
i)di + ω ×X . (2.26b)
Let us report in coordinates some relations previously
obtained in a covariant form. Eq. (2.6) reads as in com-
ponents
∂sU
3 + εabκaUb = ∂sU
3 + κ˜bUb = 0 . (2.27)
As for the property (2.17) for the projection of the rota-
tion, it reads as simply
ωa = ∂s‹Ua + κaU3 . (2.28)
This relation which is also a constraint equation states
that once the sectional projection of the central line ve-
locity (Ua) is known at a given time along the central
line, then the projection of rotation (ωa) is determined.
Since the longitudinal component of rotation ω3 is de-
termined from (2.23b), we can then determine the time
evolution of the components of curvature from (2.23a).
E. Fiber adapted coordinates
We use Cartesian coordinates ya = y1, y2 inside the
fiber section labeled by (s, t) so as to parametrize points
which do not lie exactly on the FCL. With y3 ≡ s, the
fiber adapted (FA) coordinates are the set of (yi) =
(ya, s). The FA coordinates of a point in the fiber are
related to the Cartesian coordinates xµ by
xµ(yi) = Rµ(s, t) + yada
µ(s, t) . (2.29)
These coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 1. The canonical
basis and co-basis associated with the FA coordinates are
ei = ei
µeµ, e
i = eiµe
µ, ei
µ =
∂xµ
∂yi
, eiµ =
∂yi
∂xµ
(2.30)
and they are related to the orthonormal basis by
e3 = hT = hd3 , e
3 =
1
h
d3, (2.31a)
ea = da , e
a = da , (2.31b)
where we defined
h ≡ 1 + κ˜aya . (2.32)
Given the relations (2.31b), we will ignore in the rest of
this article the difference between indices referring to ea
(resp. ea) and da (resp. d
a) since they are equal and
refer to unit vectors in both cases. The distinction is
only meaningful for the third components, that is, the
components along the tangential direction, since d3 is
normalized whereas e3 is not.
The relation between the FA coordinates canonical ba-
sis and the orthonormal basis can also be written in the
form
di = di
jej , d
i = dije
j (2.33)
with
d3
3 = h−1, d3a = 0, da3 = 0, dab = δba(2.34a)
d33 = h, d
3
a = 0, d
a
3 = 0, d
a
b = δ
a
b .(2 34b)
The metric and its inverse in the canonical basis of the
FA coordinates are simply
gij ≡ ei · ej =
Ü
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 h2
ê
, (2.35a)
gij ≡ ei · ej =
Ü
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 h−2
ê
, (2.35b)
We notice that it looks very much like a metric of cylin-
drical coordinates. The main difference lies in the fact
that h depends on all coordinates (y1, y2, s) whereas for
cylindrical coordinates h is replaced by the radial coor-
dinate [h→ r in (2.35)].
Finally, we define the unit directional vector na, and
the unit orthoradial vector n˜a in the section plane by
ya ≡ rna , n˜a ≡ −εabnb , r2 ≡ yaya . (2.36)
Since na and n˜a are unit vectors which are mutually or-
thogonal and projected, then we find the identities
P⊥ab = δ
a
b = n
anb + n˜
an˜b (2.37)
ab = nan˜b − n˜anb . (2.38)
7Using (r, na) rather than (y1, y2) in the section plane
amounts simply to using polar coordinates instead of
Cartesian coordinates. With the variables (r, na, s), the
FA coordinates can be understood as a cylindrical coor-
dinates system that one would have deformed so that the
z axis is curved and onto the FCL. The factor h defined
in (2.32) which is larger that unity in the exterior of cur-
vature and smaller than unity in the interior (κ˜a points
toward the exterior of curvature) is the local amount of
stretching which had to be applied to perform this defor-
mation.
F. 2 + 1 decomposition
As mentioned in § II A, any vector can be decomposed
into its part along T (its longitudinal part) and a sec-
tional part according to
Xµ = XTµ +X⊥µ X⊥µ ≡ P⊥µνXν , X ≡X · T
(2.39)
or in components
X = X3 , X⊥a = Xa . (2.40)
Given this last property, we will omit the ⊥ subscript
when dealing with the components of the projection of a
tensor. This decomposition is easily extended to tensors
as each index needs to be decomposed into a longitudinal
and a sectional part.
From now on, we thus use the notation U = U3 and
ω = ω3 for the longitudinal components of the fiber ve-
locity and of the rotation rate.
G. Spatial derivatives in fiber adapted coordinates
The components of the derivative of a vector in the
canonical basis of the FA coordinates are given by 1
ei
µej
ν(∂µvν) = ∂ivj − Γkijvk, (2.41a)
ei
µejν(∂µv
ν) = ∂iv
j + Γjikv
k, (2.41b)
1 For simplicity we have chosen to use the Cartesian coordinates
xµ in the ambient space. If we were to choose general curvilinear
coordinates, e.g., spherical coordinates, then in all our equations
we should promote the partial derivative to a covariant deriva-
tive and perform the replacement ∂µ → ∇µ, ∂i → ∇i and
δµν → gµν , δµν → gµν everywhere. We would also have to use
the rule ∂s → e3µ∇µ. The indices µ, ν . . . could even be given
an abstract meaning and not refer to a particular system of coor-
dinates. This is a standard notation for general relativity (Wald
1984) in which the background space is unavoidably curved, but
for classical physics this extra layer of abstraction is not neces-
sary. We have thus chosen the simplest and most transparent
notation based on an ambient set of Cartesian coordinates with
its associated partial derivative, but we must bear in mind that
the results are more general.
where the Christoffel symbols are defined as
Γjik ≡ eiµejν (∂µekν) . (2.42)
They are related to the components of the metric in the
canonical basis of the FA coordinates by
Γijk =
1
2
gil (∂jglk + ∂kglj − ∂lgjk) . (2.43)
The only non-vanishing Christoffel symbols are
Γ333 =
∂sh
h
, Γ3a3 =
κ˜a
h
, Γa33 = −hκ˜a . (2.44)
The derivative of the orthonormal basis is then de-
duced from (2.41) and the relations (2.31). We find
djν
(
∂µdi
ν
)
= djνe
3
µε
αβνκα(d
i)β = e
3
µε
aijκa , (2.45)
where from (2.31) we must use e3µ = Tµ/h. Finally,
the divergence of a vector has a simple expression in FA
coordinates. For a general vector Xµ it reads as
∂µX
µ =
1
h
∂i(hX
i) =
1
h
[
∂a(hX
a) + ∂sX
3
]
(2.46)
=
1
h
[
κ˜aX
a + ∂sX
3
]
+ ∂aX
a .
In particular, this allows to obtain the Laplacian of a
scalar function S by using Xµ = ∂µS, and we get
∆S = ∂a∂aS +
∂2sS
h2
− (∂sS)y
a∂sκ˜a
h3
+
κ˜a∂aS
h
. (2.47)
III. FIELDS EXPANSION ON SECTIONS
With the FA coordinates we have an appropriate
method to describe the position of a fluid particle in-
side the viscous jet. However in order to describe the
dynamics of the viscous fluid inside the fiber, we also
need to find an appropriate description for the fluid ve-
locity itself, and this is the goal of this section. Clearly,
in the slender approximation the velocity field is neces-
sarily very close to the velocity Uµ on the FCL. It is
thus natural to Taylor expand the velocity field around
the velocity on the FCL. However, we cannot keep all
orders of this expansion and we need general principles
to guide us in truncating such expansion. Since the fiber
sections are two-dimensional, it is natural to classify the
various orders of the Taylor expansion according to their
transformation property under SO(2), that is the local
group of rotations around the tangential direction. In
this section we give the essential steps to find the irre-
ducible representations of SO(2) and their tensorial ex-
pressions. Further details for this method are reported
in Appendix A.
8A. Taylor expansion
Any 2-field, that is a field on the fiber section with
only sectional indices, can be Taylor expanded in the
variables (y1, y2) for each (s, t). For a scalar field, this
Taylor expansion is of the form
S(ya, s, t) =
∞∑
`=0
SL(s, t)y
L (3.1)
where we use the multi-index notation L = a1 . . . a` on
which the Einstein summation convention applies. The
SL are necessarily symmetric rank-` tensors since the y
L
are symmetric. They are obtained by successive applica-
tions of ∂/∂ya on S. If there is no index, that is, for ` = 0
in (3.1), then we use the notation S∅. For a 2-vector the
expansion is instead of the form
V a(yi, t) =
∞∑
`=0
V aL(s, t)y
L , (3.2)
and this is obviously extended to higher order tensors.
The tensors V aL are symmetric in the ` indices L but
there is no particular symmetry involving the index a.
If we decompose the total fluid velocity V µ into its
longitudinal part V and its projected part V a as in § II F,
then the former is a scalar function whereas the latter is
a 2-vector and they are Taylor expanded, respectively, as
in (3.1) and (3.2).
B. Irreducible representations of SO(2)
It proves useful to decompose the ya dependence in the
Taylor expansion of (3.1) by separating the dependence
in the radial coordinate r and the direction na. The
dependence in the direction na can be further decom-
posed onto the irreducible representations (irreps here-
after) of SO(2). This method follows a method long
known in three dimensions where the direction vector lies
in the two-sphere, and the irreps considered are those of
SO(3) (Courant and Hilbert 1953, Thorne 1980, Blanchet
and Damour 1986, Blanchet 1998).
The irreps of SO(2) are given by the functions einθ.
More precisely the irreps are two-dimensional as they
are represented by e±inθ, except for D0 which is one di-
mensional and which is just the set of constants. We
note these irreps Dn. Any function depending on n
a =
(cos θ, sin θ) is indeed expanded in Fourier series as
f(θ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
fne
inθ = f0 +
∞∑
n=1
fne
inθ+f−ne−inθ . (3.3)
The symmetric trace-free (STF) 2-tensors are also irreps
of the rotation group SO(2) just like STF 3-tensors are
irreps of the group SO(3). The corresponding expansion
of f reads as simply
f(ni) =
∞∑
`=0
fLn
L . (3.4)
where this time the fL are symmetric but also traceless
tensors of rank ` (we recall the multi-index notation L =
a1 . . . a`). The two expansions are related thanks to (for
m > 0)
Yma1...am ≡ (d1 + id2)a1 . . . (d1 + id2)am (3.5a)
Y−ma1...am ≡ (d1 − id2)a1 . . . (d1 − id2)am . (3.5b)
Indeed it is easily found that
fL =
∑
m=±|`|
YmL fm , fm =
1
2`
fLYmL . (3.6)
The STF tensors of rank ` have indeed only two degrees of
freedom. For instance for a symmetric rank-4 tensor, the
only independent degrees of freedom are f1111 and f1112,
since from the traceless condition the other components
are related through f1222 = −f1112, f2222 = −f1122 =
f1111. We are led to decompose all tensors appearing
in Taylor expansions in STF tensors so as to obtain a
decomposition in terms of irreps.
C. Irreps of scalar functions
For scalar functions in the fiber section plane, the ex-
pansion (3.1) is already made in terms of symmetric ten-
sors and we only need to remove the traces. For any
symmetric tensor SL, the traceless part can be extracted
as
S〈a1...a`〉 =
[`/2]∑
n=0
an` δ(a1a2 . . . δa2n−1a2nSa2n+1...a`)b1...bn
b1...bn
(3.7)
an` ≡ (−1)n
(2`− 2n− 2)!!(2n− 1)!!
(2`− 2)!!
Ç
`
2n
å
. (3.8)
In the expression above, the symmetric part of a ten-
sor Ta1...a` which is not initially symmetric is denoted
T(a1...a`), and the STF part is denoted with angle brack-
ets T〈a1...a`〉. If the symmetrization ranges on the indices
of a product of tensors, this product has to be considered
as a single tensor for which the indices are symmetrized.
We also use the notation n!! = n(n− 2)(n− 4) . . . .
From the Taylor expansion (3.1), we see that by re-
moving the traces in the tensors SL, we get factors of
r2 ≡ yaya. The expansion in terms of STF tensors only
is thus of the form
S(yi, t) =
∞∑
`=0
∞∑
n=0
S
(n)
L (s, t)y
Lr2n , (3.9)
9where the S
(n)
L are STF. The dependence in the direction
and the radial coordinates have now been clearly sepa-
rated. The directional dependence is decomposed onto
STF tensors, and the dependence in the radial distance
is an even polynomial as it is a polynomial in r2. If no
ambiguity can arise, we can omit the sums over `, n so as
to alleviate the notation. The STF multipoles of the de-
composition (3.9) can be obtained from angular integrals
as explained in Appendix A.
Finally, in the case ` = 0, that is for the monopole
of the directional dependence, the coefficients are noted
S
(n)
∅ . For instance, if we consider the longitudinal part of
the velocity field V , then V
(0)
∅ corresponds to a uniform
flow, and V
(1)
∅ corresponds to a parabolic velocity profile,
also known as a Hagen-Poiseuille (HP) flow.
D. Irreps of 2-vector fields
It is shown in Appendix A 2 that the expansion in ir-
reps of a 2-vector is necessarily of the form
Va = “V (n)aL yLr2n + ya2 ÙV (n)L yLr2n − εabyb ◦V (n)r2n , (3.10)
where the “V (n)L and ÙV (n)L are STF tensors and where we
recall that there is an implicit sum on ` and n. At first
sight, this form is very cumbersome if we are familiar
with the irreps of 3-vectors [that is, irreps of SO(3)]. In-
deed for 3-vectors, the directional dependence can always
be expanded in terms of electric type and magnetic type
multipoles (Thorne 1980, Pitrou 2009). The result for
2-vectors is necessarily very different because the anti-
symmetric tensor has only two indices in two dimensions,
hence the expressions from the three-dimensional results,
which also involve the antisymmetric tensor in three di-
mensions, cannot be exported directly to two dimensions.
Note also that the tensors “V (n)L have no monopole since
they must have at least one index. Conversely, the func-
tions
◦
V
(n)
are purely monopolar since they do not have
any tensorial index. So, we can interpret (3.10) by saying
that we have also two sets of STF tensors. The first set
is made of the ÙV (n)L , ` ≥ 0, and the second set consists in
the
◦
V
(n)
and the “V (n)L , ` ≥ 1.
Physically,
◦
V
(0)
corresponds to a solid rotation around
the fiber tangential axis (axial rotation hereafter) andÙV (0)∅ corresponds to a radial infall of the fluid.
Finally, note that we could also decompose a vector
field by projecting its free index so as to obtain a scalar
function. For instance, we can select the radial and ortho-
radial components by projecting along na and n˜a. Then
each scalar function can be expanded as in (3.9). The re-
lation between the two methods is (with an implied sum
on ` and n)
rVr ≡ yaVa = “V (n)L yLr2n + 12ÙV (n)L yLr2(n+1), (3.11a)
rVθ ≡ y˜bVb = εa1b“V (n)aL−1byaLr2n + ◦V (n)r2(n+1) .(3.11b)
This points to a simple method to extract the STF com-
ponents of a vector. We first extract the STF components
of its radial and orthoradial projections as for scalar func-
tions (see Appendix A) and then deduce the STF multi-
poles of the decomposition (3.10) from the relations[
rVr
](n)
L
= “V (n)L + 12ÙV (n−1)L (3.12a)[
rVθ
](n)
L
= ε〈a1
b“V (n)aL−1〉b + δ0` ◦V (n−1) , (3.12b)
which are inverted as
◦
V
(n)
=
[
rVθ
](n+1)
∅ (3.13a)“V (n)L = −ε〈a1b [rVθ](n)aL−1〉b (3.13b)ÙV (n)L = −2“V (n+1)L + 2 [rVr](n+1)L . (3.13c)
As a final comment on STF tensors, we must stress that
these are much more adapted to abstract tensor manipu-
lation than the usual representation (3.3), and we chose
to perform all the tensor manipulations of this article
with xAct (Mart´ın-Garc´ıa 2004).
IV. KINEMATICS
We are now equipped with all the necessary formalism
to study in details the kinematics and dynamics of vis-
cous fibers. In this section we present all the relations
needed for the kinematics, and in the next section we
shall focus on the description of dynamics, so as to ob-
tain the one-dimensional reduction of viscous fibers from
its intrinsic physical laws.
A. Velocity parameterization
We separate the total fluid velocity Vµ into the velocity
of the FCL (Uµ) and the small difference V µ as
Vµ = Uµ + V µ . (4.1)
V is decomposed into a longitudinal part V and a sec-
tional part V a which are decomposed as in (3.9) and
(3.10). In order to avoid cluttering of indices when the
decomposition (3.10) is used for the velocity field, we
shall use the short notation
v
(n)
L ≡ V
(n)
L v
(n) ≡ v(n)∅ v ≡ v(0)∅ , (4.2a)
φ˙
(n) ≡ ◦V (n) φ˙ ≡ ◦V (0) (4.2b)
u
(n)
L ≡ ÙV (n)L u(n) ≡ u(n)∅ u ≡ u(0)∅ . (4.2c)
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B. Incompressibility
The incompressibility translates into a condition on the
velocity field as it implies that its divergence vanishes.
This incompressibility condition is a scalar equation
CE ≡ [∂µVµ = 0] , (4.3)
which is a constraint for the velocity field. Since (2.6) or
(2.27) imply that the fiber central line velocity Uµ is also
divergenceless (∂µU
µ = 0), we deduce that ∂µV
µ = 0 and
from (2.46) it reads as in terms of the FA coordinates
h∂aV
a + κ˜aV
a + ∂sV = 0 . (4.4)
As this constraint is scalar, it can be expanded into irreps
just like (3.9) and each STF tensor of this expansion must
vanish identically. Using the property (A13), we get
0 =
[
CE](n)
L
= ∂sv
(n)
L + 2(n+ 1)
“V (n+1)L + δ1`κaφ˙(n)
+2(n+ 1)“V (n+1)〈L−1 κa`〉 + (n+ 1)κ˜a“V (n)aL (4.5)
+
Å
`
2
+ n+ 1
ãÅ
1
2
κ˜au
(n−1)
aL + u
(n)
L + u
(n)
〈L−1κ˜a`〉
ã
.
In general, the tensors u
(n)
L can always be expressed in
terms of the other tensors using the incompressibility
conditions (4.5). In particular, from [CE ](0)∅ , we get
u
(0)
∅ = −“V (0)aκ˜a − ∂sv . (4.6)
This relation has a simple physical interpretation. In-
deed, the right-hand side is (minus) the stretching rate of
the velocity field on the central line T ·∂sV given that on
the central line the velocity is just V = “V (0)ada + v(0)T .
It thus states that a radial infall necessarily appears when
the fiber is stretching, so as to ensure volume conserva-
tion.
C. Coordinate velocity
Initially, the total velocity Vµ is defined as the rate of
coordinate change, that is as dxµ/dt for the fluid elemen-
tary particles. However, if we take the components of the
velocity in the basis associated with FA coordinates, that
is, the Vi, we do not get the rate of change of the FA co-
ordinates dyi/dt. We thus need to infer the non-trivial
relation between Vi and dyi/dt. For this we define the
speed of the coincident point as
VµC ≡
∂xµ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
yi
ViC ≡ −
∂yi
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xµ
= eiµVµC , (4.7)
that we gave in both the Cartesian and the FA system of
coordinates (see Appendix C for details). The speed of
the coincident point is the speed of a point that would
have constant FA coordinates y1, y2, s. The total velocity
is related by
Vµ = dx
µ
dt
=
∂xµ
∂yi
dyi
dt
+ VµC (4.8)
that is, in FA coordinates by
Vi = ViR + ViC , ViR ≡
dyi
dt
. (4.9)
ViR is thus the coordinate velocity for the FA coordi-
nates since it equals the rate of change of FA coordinates.
From the above definition of VµC and using the parame-
terization (2.29) together with the property of the rota-
tion (2.16), we get the expressions
VµC = Uµ + [ω × (yada)]µ
= Uµ + (ω˜ay
a)Tµ + ωy˜ada
µ (4.10a)
VµR = V µ − [ω × (yada)]µ
= V µ − (ω˜aya)Tµ − ωy˜adaµ . (4.10b)
On the expression (4.10a) it appears that the coincident
point velocity is the velocity of the FCL, on which is
added the solid rotation of the system of FA coordinates
which does not vanish when the point considered is not
lying exactly on the FCL. Part of the rotation is due
to the projected part of the rotation rate ωa and corre-
sponds to the rotation of section planes, and the rest of
the rotation is due to the longitudinal part of rotation
ω and corresponds to a rotation of the basis vectors d1
and d2 around the fiber tangential direction, that is, to
a rotation inside the section plane itself.
D. Section shape description
The section shape can be characterized by its radius
as a function of the direction in the section, that is, by
its curve in polar coordinates
R(s, t, na) . (4.11)
As any function depending on the direction inside the
fiber section, it can be decomposed in STF multipoles
RL as
R(s, t, na) = R(s, t)
(
1 +
∞∑
`=1
RL(s, t)R`nL
)
. (4.12)
We call R(s, t) the radius of the fiber and the lowest mul-
tipole Rab can be interpreted as an elliptic elongation of
the fiber section shape. Instead of working with the mul-
tipoles RL which have a dimension 1/L`, we can define
dimensionless STF moments as“RL ≡ RLR` . (4.13)
There exist alternate ways for describing the shape of the
fiber section, and we give an example of another method
in Appendix B and relate it to the description (4.12).
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E. Normal vector
For a function depending on the direction f(na), we
can define an orthoradial derivative by
D
Dna
f(nc) ≡ ⊥ba
∂f(yc)
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
yc=nc
(4.14)
where the orthoradial projector is defined by
⊥ab≡ δab − nanb . (4.15)
This projector satisfies ⊥ab nb = 0, ⊥ab n˜b = n˜a, and⊥aa= 1. Note that it can also be written as
⊥ba= n˜an˜b = r∂bna . (4.16)
When applied on the fiber radius, this yields
DR
Dna
= r
∂R
∂ya
= R
∞∑
`=1
(`+ 1) ⊥ba “RbLnL (4.17)
= R
∞∑
`=1
(`+ 1)n˜a
Ä“RbLn˜bnLä .(4.18)
A normal co-vector (not necessarily unity) to the
boundary surface is N = Nµdx
µ with
Nµ = ∂µΦ|Φ=0 (4.19)
where the boundary function Φ is defined as
Φ(s, t, ya) = r −R(s, t, na) = √yaya −R(s, t, na) .
(4.20)
The components of the normal vector are in our case
Na = na − 1R
DR
Dna
(4.21a)
= na − n˜a (`+ 1)
“RbLn˜bnL
1 + “RLnL (4.21b)
N3 = −∂sR , N3 = 1
h
N3 , (4.21c)
where sums over ` are implied. This vector can be nor-
malized and the unit normal vector is just
N̂µ ≡ N
µ»
NaNa + (N3)2
. (4.22)
F. Scalar extrinsic curvature
In order to use Young-Laplace law for surface tension,
we need the general expression for the scalar part of the
extrinsic curvature of the fiber boundary, which by def-
inition is the divergence of the unit normal vector. Us-
ing (2.46), it is thus obtained as
K ≡ ∂µN̂µ = κ˜aN̂
a
h
+ ∂aN̂
a +
∂sN̂
3
h
. (4.23)
G. Boundary kinematics
Since the boundary must follow the velocity field, the
constraint Φ = 0 must propagate with the velocity, that
is, ï
dΦ
dt
ò
Φ=0
=
ï
∂Φ
∂t
+
dyi
dt
∂Φ
∂yi
ò
Φ=0
= 0 . (4.24)
Since ∂sr = ∂tr = 0, then ∂tΦ = −∂tR and given the
definition (4.19) for the non-unit normal vector and the
definition (4.9) of the coordinate velocity, this constraint
is simply rewritten as
RE ≡ [∂tR = ViRNi = V3RN3 + VaRNa]Φ=0 . (4.25)
We must be careful with the fact that it is V3R = ds/dt
which appears and not V3R, and we must thus use V3R =
d3
3V3R = h−1V3R to relate them.
Despite its apparent simplicity, this equation is actu-
ally rather complicated. First we stress that it is the
coordinate velocity which appears since it is the velocity
which gives the rate of change for FA coordinates. But
more importantly, all quantities must be evaluated on the
fiber side, meaning that every occurrence of ya must be
replaced by Rna where R itself has a directional depen-
dence given by (4.12). This equation is thus in general
extremely non-linear in the STF multipoles RL. We are
forced to realize that it is hopeless to solve the general
problem of curved viscous jets without major simplifica-
tions, which leads to consider a perturbative scheme on
which we should perform a consistent truncation.
H. Slenderness perturbative expansion
If the typical length for variations in the velocity field is
L and is much larger than the radius R, then the approx-
imation that the body considered is elongated holds and
we can hope to find a coherent one-dimensional reduc-
tion. The small parameter of our perturbative expansion
is thus
R ≡ R/L . (4.26)
For instance, the moment v(1) comes originally from a
Taylor expansion of the velocity, as can be checked from
the dimension [v(1)] = [v(0)]/L2. A term like v(1)R2 is
thus of order 2R compared to the lowest order velocity
v(0), meaning that the former is really a correction to
the latter. In general, higher order multipoles correspond
to higher orders in R because they primarily come from
gradients of the velocity fields which bring inverse powers
of L. As an example, v
(0)
ab y
ayb is of order 2R compared
to v = v
(0)
∅ .
When including the effect of curvature, we also assume
that the scale 1/|κ| (the curvature radius) is also of the
order of L at most. Indeed if there is curvature, the ve-
locity flow must adapt on scales which are commensurate
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with the curvature radius. As a consequence, terms of the
type κay
a must also be of order R. In any case it would
be impossible to consider sections which have a section
radius larger than the fiber curvature radius. Indeed, in
that case fiber sections would intersect, hence |κ|R ∝ R
must be small to obtain a satisfactory one-dimensional
approximation.
I. Gauge fixing
Since there are three degrees of freedom in the position
of the FCL inside the viscous jet, we can fix two of these
by asking that there is no dipole in R. This corresponds
to the intuitive requirement that the fiber central line
should be in the middle of the fiber section. Formally,
this means that we fix the gauge by setting
Ra = 0 , (4.27)
and it leads to a constraint equation when considering
the dipole of (4.25).
The gauge restriction (4.27) is an order 2R expression
as it is automatically satisfied at lowest order. It reads
as indeed“V (0)a = 16R2 Å−2“V (1)a + 6Hv(0)a − 6Hvκ˜a + 2κaφ˙
−6Hω˜a − 3κ˜a∂sv + 2∂sv(0)a
ä
+O(4R)(4.28)
where we have defined the stretching factor
H ≡ ∂s lnR . (4.29)
The gauge restriction fixes the global velocity shift with
respect to the fiber central line velocity Ua which is en-
coded by the velocity moment “V (0)a . And, since this
shift is of order 2R, we can state that the projected
component of the velocity on the central line is nearly
the projected velocity of the central line itself, that is,
[Va ' Ua]y1=y2=0.
With (4.27), we have fixed only two of the three gauge
degrees of freedom which arise from the fact that we are
free to choose any curve as the FCL. The third degree of
freedom corresponds to the possible reparameterization
of the fiber inside the same curve, that is to the replace-
ment s → s + f(s, t). Given the choice of normaliza-
tion for the tangent vector in (2.2), this freedom is only
a global but time-dependent reparameterization freedom
s → s + f(t). For every problem considered, there is a
natural way to fix unambiguously the affine parameter s,
for instance setting it to s = 0 at the boundary.
J. Shape restriction
With the gauge choice of the previous section, we have
managed to cancel the shape dipole. However, we can-
not assume that in general higher order shape multipoles
vanish. Indeed, if we have curvature, then terms of the
type ∝ R2κ〈aκb〉 which are of order 2R would source the
section shape quadrupole Rab. Typically, we expect to
find that shape terms like RLyL or R`RL are of order
`R. In § VII, we discuss this scaling and show that cir-
cular sections are compatible with the string description
of curved fibers, which is the lowest order description in
which order 2R effects are ignored.
Of course, if we restrict to axisymmetric jets as we
shall do in § VI, then κa = 0 and circular sections are
consistent throughout even though one might still want
to consider straight jets with non-circular sections.
K. Velocity shear rate
In order to describe the dynamics of the viscous fluid
inside the fiber, we will need to consider the gradient of
the velocity field. Let us define the non-symmetric tensor
Sµν ≡ ∂µVν . (4.30)
Its components are given by
Sab = ∂aVb (4.31a)
Sa3 = ∂aV3 (4.31b)
hS3a = ∂sVa − κ˜aV3 (4.31c)
hS33 = ∂sV3 + κ˜aVa . (4.31d)
These components are obtained either from the compo-
nents in the canonical basis of the FA coordinates, that is
the Sab, S3a, Sa3 and S33 which we compute from (2.41),
that we then project on the orthonormal basis, or using
directly (2.45) in the velocity decomposition V = Vidi.
This tensor can be decomposed as
Sµν =
1
2
σµν + ωµν . (4.32)
where we used that the velocity shear rate is (twice) the
symmetric part
σµν ≡ 2S(µν) = Sµν + Sνµ , (4.33)
and the vorticity is the antisymmetric part
$µν ≡ S[µν] = 1
2
(Sµν − Sνµ) . (4.34)
We also define the vorticity (Hodge) dual vector by
$α ≡ 1
2
εαµν$
µν ⇒ $µν = εµνα$α . (4.35)
From (4.31), we find that the components of the shear
in the orthonormal basis are then given by
σab = ∂aVb + ∂bVa, (4.36a)
hσa3 = h∂aV3 + ∂sVa − κ˜aV3, (4.36b)
hσ33 = 2(∂sV3 + κ˜aVa) . (4.36c)
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Similarly, the components of the vorticity vector are
$a = 12ε
ab
(
Sb3 − S3b
)
(4.37a)
= 12ε
ab
ï
∂bV3 − 1
h
(
∂sVb − κ˜bV3
)ò
$3 = 12ε
ab∂[aVb] = 14εab(∂aVb − ∂bVa) . (4.37b)
V. DYNAMICS
The dynamics of viscous fluids is well known and arises
from the Navier-Stokes equation. However, in order to
achieve a one-dimensional reduction for viscous jets, we
must find a way to get rid of the physics on the fiber
boundary. Enforcing the boundary conditions on the
stress tensor on the fiber boundary leads to a set of three
constraints which can be conveniently used to reduce the
number of free fields in our one-dimensional reduction.
This section is dedicated to the general construction of
this method and we then apply it in the subsequent sec-
tions for axisymmetric and curved fibers.
A. Total stress tensor and viscous forces
The total stress tensor is decomposed as
τµν = τ
(P )
µν + τ
(µ)
µν , (5.1)
where the two components arise from pressure forces and
shear viscosity. For a Newtonian fluid, they are simply
given by
τ (P )µν = −Pgµν , τ (µ)µν = µσµν . (5.2)
The pressure is a scalar and it is thus decomposed as in
(3.9)
P =
∞∑
`=0
∞∑
n=0
P
(n)
L y
Lr2n , (5.3)
where the P
(n)
L are STF tensors.
From the total stress tensor (5.1), we can define a vis-
cous force per unit area on the fiber sections
Fµ ≡ τµ3 . (5.4)
As any vector it has a longitudinal part F which corre-
sponds to viscous traction or compression on fiber sec-
tions, and a sectional part Fa.
B. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the stress tensor is the
vector constraint
Cµ ≡
î
τµνN̂
ν + νKN̂µ = 0
ó
(5.5)
≡
î
τ (µ)µν N̂
ν + νKN̂µ − PN̂µ = 0
ó
.
As any vector, it can be decomposed into its longitudinal
component C and its sectional component Ca. The latter
can be further decomposed into a radial contribution and
an orthoradial contributions as
rC ≡ Cana , θC ≡ Can˜a . (5.6)
However, these are not fields on the fiber sections since
they are defined only at the boundary. They depend
on the position on the FCL s, on time t, but their sec-
tional dependence is only a dependence in the direction
vector na. They also depend on the fiber radius R and
on the shape multipoles RL. So, in general they can be
expanded in STF components as
C(s, t, na) =
∞∑
`=0
CL(s, t, R)R`nL (5.7a)
=
∞∑
`=0
∑
n
C(n)L (s, t)R2n+`nL , (5.7b)
where in the second line we have also expanded the de-
pendence of the STF multipoles in powers of R, and with
similar expansions for the radial and orthoradial bound-
ary constraints θC and rC. To be precise, for the latter,
the expansion takes the form (5.7) for rC/R. Note again
the difference with (3.9) as the powers of r are replaced
by powers of R because constraints are only defined on
the boundary. In practice, it is simpler to consider the
constraint (5.5) with the non-normalized normal vector
Nµ instead of N̂µ since they are equivalent.
We realize that the total sum involves all orders of the
form 2mR . Since we are eventually interested in results
which are valid up to a given order in R, we define the
moments of the constraints up to a given order by
C(≤n)L =
m=n∑
m=0
C(m)L R2m , (5.8)
with similar definitions for the radial and orthoradial con-
straints.
As we shall detail in two examples in § VI and §VII,
we will deduce general relations from the vector con-
straint (5.5), or, more precisely, from its three scalar
components (longitudinal, radial, and orthoradial).
C. Volumic forces
Once the stress tensor is computed, it is straightfor-
ward to get the volumic forces fµ since they are expressed
as
fµ = ∂ντ
νµ + gµ = µ∆Vµ − ∂µP + gµ, (5.9)
where gµ are long range volumic forces such as grav-
ity. Its components are related to the components of
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the stress tensor thanks to
f3 = ∂aτ
a3 +
1
h
(
∂sτ
33 + 2κ˜aτ
a3
)
+ g3 (5.10)
fa = ∂bτ
ba +
1
h
(
∂sτ
3a + κ˜bτ
ba − κ˜aτ33)+ ga.
D. Navier-Stokes equation
The dynamics of a viscous fluid is governed by the
conservation equation and the Navier-Stokes equation.
The conservation equation has already been used since
from incompressibility it implied the divergenceless con-
dition (4.3). Having developed all the tools to express
the volumic forces, we are now in position to write the
Navier-Stokes equation. It is of the form
Dµ ≡ [Aµ = fµ] (5.11)
where the acceleration vector is
Aµ ≡ ∂tVµ|yi + VRνSνµ +Gµ . (5.12)
If the dynamics is considered in a (constantly) rotating
frame, the fictitious or geometrized forces (inertial and
Coriolis forces) gathered in Gµ are expressed as
Gµ ≡ 2εµαβΩαVβ + (Ωνxν)Ωµ − Ω2xµ (5.13)
where Ωµ is the rotation of the frame with respect to a
Galilean (inertial) frame.
Just as any vector, the Navier-Stokes equation (5.11)
is decomposed into a longitudinal part D and a sectional
part Da which we can further decompose in irreps as
in § III D. The components of the first term of (5.12) are
simply obtained from
(∂tV)3 ≡ d3µ∂tVµ = ∂tV + ω˜aVa (5.14a)
(∂tV)a ≡ daµ∂tVµ = ∂tVa − Vω˜a + V˜aω ,(5.14b)
where we recall the notation V ≡ V3 for the longitudinal
component of the velocity.
E. Secondary incompressibility constraint
The incompressibility implies the divergenceless con-
dition (4.3), and as such it can be considered as a pri-
mary constraint. Then by ensuring that this constraint
remains satisfied when time evolves, we obtain a sec-
ondary constraint. Indeed taking the divergence of the
Navier-Stokes equation (5.11) we obtain an incompress-
ibility constraint
∂µA
µ = ∂µf
µ = −∆P , (5.15)
where we have assumed that the long range forces are
constant (e.g., for gravity) or have at least no divergence
(∂µg
µ = 0). If the long range forces have a divergence,
then this should be included in (5.15).
From the expression (5.12) of the acceleration, this
constraint is
DC ≡ [SµνSνµ + 2εαβµΩβSαµ − 2Ω2 = −∆P ] . (5.16)
Using the decomposition (4.32) of the velocity gradient
tensor into velocity shear rate and vorticity, it can be
recast nicely as
1
4
σµνσ
νµ − 2(Ωµ +$µ)(Ωµ +$µ) = −∆P. (5.17)
The right-hand-side of this equation can be computed
by using (2.47). We will use this secondary incompress-
ibility constraint to get constraints on the various mo-
ment of the pressure field.
F. Dimensionless reduction
So far, all physical quantities have a physical dimen-
sion. It is, however, possible to build dimensionless quan-
tities. Usually for viscous fluids, this is done by noting
that the dimensions of viscosity and surface tension [re-
calling that we have divided them by the mass density
in (1.1)] are
[µ] = L2T−1 [ν] = L3T−2 . (5.18)
It is thus possible to define a length scale µ2/ν and a
time scale µ3/ν2 from which we can define dimensionless
quantities for all physical quantities in the problem at
hand. However, we want to allow for the possibility of
having no surface tension, and we do not wish to use ν to
define dimensionless quantities. Instead, we decide that
there is a natural length scale L in our problem which
corresponds to the typical length of velocity variations.
The time scale is then obtained from L2/µ. The main
quantities in the problem are simply adimensionalized
using these length scales and timescales. For instance,
we define dimensionless quantities with
t =
L2
µ
t , s = Ls , v =
µ
L
v , g =
µ2
L3
g ,
φ˙ =
µ
L2
φ˙ , R = LR , ν =
µ2
L
ν ,
κa =
1
L
κa , ωa =
µ
L2
ωa , (5.19)
where we recall the notation v = v
(0)
∅ and φ˙ = φ˙
(0)
∅ .
For higher order multipoles this construction of dimen-
sionless variables is straightforwardly performed as the
dimension of the multipoles is read from the expansion
from which it is defined. For instance from (3.9) we get
v
(n)
L = µ/L
1+`+2nv
(n)
L . Note also that by construction
R = R so that in practice it is by expanding in pow-
ers of R that we identify for any expression the various
orders in powers of R.
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The dimensionless ratios of fluid mechanics which are
relevant for viscous jets in a rotating frame are the
Reynolds number, the Froude number, the Rossby num-
ber, and the Weber number. If we consider a typical
reference reduced velocity vr, then they are simply ex-
pressed as
Re = vr, Fr2 =
(vr)2
g
, Rb =
vr
Ω
, We =
(vr)2
ν
.
(5.20)
In the remainder of this article, we use the dimensionless
physical quantities rather than the dimensionless num-
bers, but using the dictionary (5.20), all expressions can
be recast with these dimensionless numbers.
In the next section, we present two main applications
of our formalism and we shall assume that we have per-
formed such a dimensionless reduction for all quantities.
In order to avoid cluttering of notation, we will omit in
the remainder of this article to specify that the quan-
tities are dimensionless. In practice, the dimensionless
reduction amounts simply to replacing µ → 1 in all our
equations but keeping ν, and it is thus used as a consis-
tency check.
Note that several other schemes would have been possi-
ble to build dimensionless quantities, just by using other
physical quantities that might be present in the problem.
For instance if we use gravity, then we can build a length
scale and a time scale without resorting to a choice of L
simply by
L = µ2/5g1/5 , T = µ2/5g−4/5 . (5.21)
After building dimensionless quantities with these scales,
the gravity vector gµ is replaced by a unit vector while
µ→ 1 in all equations.
Similarly, if we are working in a rotating frame we can
use the rotation vector magnitude to build a time scale
and then from the viscosity we can build a length scale
as
T = Ω−1 , L =
»
µ/Ω . (5.22)
After building dimensionless quantities, the rotation vec-
tor Ωµ is replaced by a unit vector while µ → 1 in all
equations.
VI. APPLICATION TO AXISYMMETRIC JETS
Using the formalism developed so far in the particular
case of a straight viscous jet (κa = 0) would be equiv-
alent to kill a fly with a sledgehammer, especially if we
also require axisymmetry of the fiber around the FCL. In-
deed, in that case the FA coordinates are just Cartesian
coordinates, with the third coordinate s corresponding
to the axis of symmetry of the problem. This problem
has been studied already in the literature (Garc´ıa and
Castellanos 1994, Eggers and Dupont 1994) and we shall
rederive, recover and extend these standard results to in-
clude higher order corrections, and a possible rotation
of the viscous fluid around the axis of symmetry (called
torsion by Bechtel et al. (1995)).
From the assumed rotational symmetry of the prob-
lem, only the monopolar moments are non-vanishing and
we need only to consider the v(n) = v
(n)
∅ , φ˙
(n)
= φ˙
(n)
∅
and u(n) = u
(n)
∅ . We recall that we use the short nota-
tion introduced in the definitions (4.2), and in particular
we emphasize the notation v = v(0) for the fundamental
lowest order component of the longitudinal velocity. It
is also possible to further restrict the problem to non-
rotational flows, and require that all the φ˙
(n)
vanish, as
done in e.g. Garc´ıa and Castellanos (1994), Eggers and
Dupont (1994) but we will not perform such simplifica-
tion and allow for a rotation of the fluid around the axis
of symmetry as in Bechtel et al. (1995).
From the symmetry of the problem we also deduce that
Ua = 0 and the rotation rate of the central line satisfies
necessarily ωa = 0. Then from (2.23b), the longitudinal
component of rotation ω is constant along the fiber so it
is reasonable to choose ω = 0. Eventually, the only pos-
sible velocity components for the central line is U = U3.
However it is natural to also set U3 = 0 which amounts to
taking a non-moving FCL. As a consequence from (4.10)
the total velocity Vµ is also the coordinate velocity VµR.
The sledgehammer comes from the fact that the FA co-
ordinates (y1, y2, y3 = s) are just Cartesian coordinates
so they can be chosen to be the Cartesian coordinates
(x1, x2, x3) and all the machinery of FA coordinates is
not used in this case.
Finally, the long range volumic forces need also to re-
spect the symmetry and ga = 0, so if we consider the
effect of gravity the fiber needs to be vertical and we
will write simply g = g3 = g. Let us also mention that
we discard the possibility of considering a rotating frame
(Ωa = Ω = Ωµ = 0). Indeed, even though it is possible
in principle to also consider the problem in a frame ro-
tating around the axis of symmetry (that is Ω 6= 0), this
would be of very limited interest as it can be obtained
from the replacement φ˙
(0) → φ˙(0) + Ω (see the discussion
in § VII E).
A. The lowest order viscous string model
The divergenceless condition (4.5) leads simply to the
set of relations
u(n) = − 1
n+ 1
∂sv
(n) , (6.1)
so that we need only to consider the v(n) and the φ˙
(n)
.
At lowest order (n = 0), (6.1) has a very simple inter-
pretation. A gradient in the longitudinal velocity ∂sv
(0)
leads to a radial inflow u(0) because of incompressibility.
Indeed, if the flow stretches, the radius shrinks to ensure
volume conservation and thus incompressibility.
The lowest contributions of the Navier-Stokes equation
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are D(0) for the longitudinal part and ◦D(0) for the rota-
tional part. At lowest order they lead to
∂tv + v∂sv = −∂sP (0) + 4v(1) + ∂2sv + g (6.2a)
∂tφ˙+ v∂sφ˙− φ˙∂sv = ∂2s φ˙+ φ˙
(1)
. (6.2b)
The evolution of the radius is easily obtained from (4.25)
and it reads as, at lowest order,
∂t lnR = −Hv − 12∂sv +O(2R) . (6.3)
In order to find a closed system of equations from (6.2),
we need to find P (0), v(1), and φ˙
(1)
from the boundary
constraint equation (5.5). First, it turns out that in the
axisymmetric case, the contribution of surface tension
can only be in P (0), and we can separate the pressure
field as
P ≡ Pν + p , Pν ≡ νK , (6.4)
where p is the contribution coming from viscous forces
and where the extrinsic scalar curvature K does not de-
pend on r. It is also more convenient to combine the lon-
gitudinal part and the radial part of the boundary con-
straint (5.5) to obtain a constraint which gives directly p
and remove the pressure dependence in the longitudinal
constraint. Indeed, the components of the normal vector
take exactly the form
Na = na N3 = −HR , (6.5)
and we find that the three scalar constraints can be ex-
pressed in the form
pC ≡ [(1− α2) p = µ (σabnanb − α2σ33)] (6.6a)
C ≡ [(1− α2)σ3ana = α(σ33 − σabnanb)] (6.6b)
θC ≡
î
σabn
an˜b = ασ3an˜
a
ó
, (6.6c)
where α ≡ HR.
Using that constraints are expanded according to (5.7),
then from the lowest order of the pressure constraint
(pC(0)∅ ) we obtain the pressure monopole at lowest order
p(0) = u(0) +O(2R) = −∂sv +O(2R) . (6.7)
The longitudinal constraint C at lowest order (that is
C(0)∅ ) gives the HP profile encoded by v(1)
v(1) = 32H∂sv + 14∂2sv +O(2R) . (6.8)
Finally the orthoradial constraint θC does not vanish
identically if we have rotation. Instead, if we consider
θC(1)∅ , we get
φ˙
(1)
= 12H∂sφ˙+O(2R) . (6.9)
The lowest order of the incompressibility constraint DC
is not needed for the lowest order dynamics and is only
required when considering higher order corrections as we
shall see in § VI B.
Using (6.7), (6.8), and (6.9) replaced in (6.2) we are
now able to obtain
∂tv = g − ν∂sK − v∂sv
+6H∂sv + 3∂2sv +O(2R) (6.10a)
∂tφ˙ = φ˙∂sv + 4H∂sφ˙− v∂sφ˙+ ∂2s φ˙+O(2R).(6.10b)
Together with (6.3), it forms a closed set of equations.
Since rotation does not couple to the longitudinal velocity
in (6.10a) it is reasonable to consider that the dynamical
equation (6.10b) should be considered only when includ-
ing the first corrections. In fact in order to obtain it we
had to consider θC(1)∅ and not θC(0)∅ which vanishes iden-
tically, so we realize that we have been using a higher
order constraint to be able to close (6.2b).
We note finally that if surface tension is ignored, the
evolution of velocity and rotation does not depend on the
radius. However, as soon as we consider surface tension,
the dependence in R appears of course through K, and
we thus need (6.3) to complement the dynamical equa-
tions for v. We intentionally did not replace in (6.10) the
expression of the extrinsic scalar curvature K since even
though we might use our perturbative expansion in pow-
ers of R, it proves often useful to keep its most general
expression when considering the axisymmetric geometry.
Instead of using K = 1/R, which is the lowest order ex-
pression obtained from (4.23), we obtain a much better
description if we use instead the exact expression (Eggers
and Villermaux 2008)
K = 1
R
√
1 + (∂sR)2
− ∂
2
sR
[1 + (∂sR)2]3/2
, (6.11)
which is easily obtained from the general expression of
the extrinsic scalar curvature (4.23). In (6.10a), one
should thus use (6.11). It amounts to resumming all
higher order contributions from surface tension effects,
and this is made possible thanks to the decoupling prop-
erty (6.4).
Equation (6.10a) together with (6.11) for surface ten-
sion induced pressure, and the boundary kinematic re-
lation (6.3) constitute the lowest order model for an ax-
isymmetric jet. Note that the expression for ∂tv involves
second order derivative with respect to the affine param-
eter s. The factor 3 in front of the last term of (6.10a) is
the famous Trouton factor (Trouton 1906) and we review
its origin in § VII F 1. As for the factor 6H in the previous
term, it is easily understood from the longitudinal com-
ponent of viscous forces per unit area (5.4) F (0)∅ = 3µ∂sv.
Indeed, this implies that the longitudinal viscous forces
integrated on a circular section are
F ' 3µpiR2∂sv , (6.12)
which implies that the lineic density of longitudinal forces
is µ∂s(3piR
2∂sv).
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In the next section we detail the general method to
obtain corrections up to any order in the small parameter
R and report the detailed expressions of the first set
of corrections (corrections up to order 2R). The second
set of corrections (that is up to order 4R) is reported in
Appendix E.
B. General method for higher order corrections
The equations (6.2) are formally unchanged when con-
sidering higher orders because they are exact. However
they involve quantities that we have determined from the
side constraints up to order 0R contributions. We thus
need to determine these quantities (v(1), φ˙
(1)
, p(0)) with
greater precision, that is also taking into account contri-
butions of order 2R. To this end, we need to consider
pC(≤1), C(≤1), and θC(≤1). After a straightforward com-
putation, we can show that the longitudinal constraint C
reads as
∞∑
n=0
R2n
î
∂su
(n) + 4(n+ 1)v(n+1) −H2∂su(n−1)
−4nH2v(n) + (8n+ 6)Hu(n)
ó
= 0 , (6.13)
and the truncated constraint C(≤1) is found by keeping
only n = 0 and n = 1 in this sum. However we notice
that if we want to deduce v(1) from C(≤1), that is, keeping
corrections of order 2R, then we need an expression for
v(2) at lowest order. Similarly, if we want corrections up
to order 6R, we need v
(3) at lowest order and v(2) up to
corrections of order 2R and v
(1) up to corrections of order
4R.
It is straightforward to show that the pressure con-
straint pC has the general form
∑
n
p(n)R2n =
∑
n
R2n
ï
(2n+ 1)(1 +H2R2)
1−H2R2
ò
u(n)
(6.14)
and if we want to deduce p(0) up to order corrections of
order 2R we need the truncation
pC(≤1) in which we need
to replace an expression for p(1) at lowest order. Sim-
ilarly, if we want p(0) up to corrections 4R, then from
pC(≤2) we need p(2) at lowest order and p(1) up to correc-
tions 2R, and so on.
Finally, the orthoradial constraint θC reads as in full
generality
∞∑
n=1
R2n
[
2nφ˙
(n) −H∂sφ˙(n−1)
]
= 0 , (6.15)
and in particular, from θC(≤2) we deduce that if we need
φ˙
(1)
up to corrections of order 2R, then we need an ex-
pression for φ˙
(2)
at lowest order. The structure of these
Equation Variable Dependence
pC (6.13) p(0) v(0) and p(1)R2, p(2)R4 . . .
C (6.14) v(1) v(0) and v(2)R2, v(3)R4 . . .
θC (6.15) φ˙(1) φ˙(0) and φ˙(2)R2, φ˙(3)R4 . . .
TABLE I: Structure of dependencies from the pressure, radial,
and orthoradial boundary constraints.
recursive dependencies in the three boundary constraints
is summarized in Table I.
This problem is solved if we now also consider higher
moments of the Navier-Stokes equation (5.11) together
with the incompressibility constraint (5.15) so as to find
expressions for the missing moments. The key is to notice
that these equations contain a Laplacian, e.g., ∆P for the
incompressibility constraint or ∆Vµ for the Navier-Stokes
equation. Since for any scalar S expanded as (3.9), the
coefficients of the expansion of ∆S are
[∆S]
(n)
L = 4(n+ 1)(n+ 1 + `)S
(n+1)
L + ∂
2
sS
(n)
L , (6.16)
then in the axisymmetric case we can use this prop-
erty for ` = 0, and from the incompressibility con-
straint (5.15) we can express P (n+1) in terms of ∂2sP
(n).
Similarly from the longitudinal part of the Navier-Stokes
equation (5.11) we can express v(n+1) in terms of ∂2sv
(n)
since it contains ∆V .
Indeed, the general expansion of the longitudinal part
of the Navier-Stokes equation in powers of r2n (the D(n))
is
∂tv
(n) +
∑
m
u(n−m)∂sv(m) +
∑
m
mv(m)u(n−m) (6.17)
= 4(n+ 1)2v(n+1) + ∂2sv
(n) − ∂sp(n) + δ0n (g − ∂sPν) .
For instance, using D(1), we can obtain v(2) at lowest
order, in function of ∂tv
(1) and also ∂sp
(1). Let us ignore
this latter dependence for the sake of simplicity. Given
that we already know the lowest order expression of v(1)
in terms of v = v(0) from (6.8), then using it we obtain
v(2) as a function of v(0). The time derivatives on v(0)
can be further replaced with the lowest order dynamical
equation of v(0) (6.10a). In the end, we have obtained
v(2) in terms of v(0) and its derivatives with respect to s,
thus having the structure of a constraint equation.
As for the rotational part, its expansion in powers of
r2n, that is
◦D(n), leads to
∂tφ˙
(n)
+
∑
m
(
v(n−m)∂sφ˙
(m)
+ (m+ 1)φ˙
(m)
u(n−m)
)
= ∂2s φ˙
(n)
+ 4(n+ 1)(n+ 2)φ˙
(n+1)
. (6.18)
Similarly, from
◦D(n) we see that we can obtain φ˙(n+1) as
a function of ∂2s φ˙
(n)
, and the time derivatives are eventu-
ally eliminated in the same manner once all replacements
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Equation Variable Dependence
D(n) (6.17) v(n+1) p(n), v(m) m ≤ n
◦D(n) (6.18) φ˙(n+1) φ˙(m), v(m), m ≤ n
DC(n) (6.19) p(n+1) p(n), v(m), φ˙(m), m ≤ n
TABLE II: Structure of dependencies for the constraints de-
duced from the Navier-Stokes equation and the incompress-
ibility constraint.
with lowest order relations are performed. And finally,
using the expansion in powers of r2n of the incompress-
ibility constraint, that is using the DC(n), we get∑
m
ï
3n+ 5
2
+ 2m(n−m)
ò
u(m)u(n−m)
+
∑
m
[
−2(n+ 1)φ˙(m)φ˙(n−m) + 2mv(m)∂su(n−m)
]
= −∂2sp(n) − 4(n+ 1)2p(n+1) . (6.19)
We see that from DC(n) we can obtain p(n+1) in terms
of ∂2sp
(n) and this time it is directly in form of a con-
straint since it does not involve any time derivatives.
The structure of these recursive dependencies deduced
from the Navier-Stokes equation and the incompressibil-
ity constraint is summarized in Table II.
We understand that the general procedure is very re-
cursive but simple, and this motivates the use of abstract
calculus packages (such as Mathematica) to circumvent
the complexity of these tedious abstract computations.
1. Initially from the lowest order of the constraints pC,
C and θC (6.13,6.14,6.15) we get p(0), v(1) and φ˙(1)
at lowest order in function of v(0) and φ˙
(0)
, namely
(6.7), (6.8) and (6.9)
2. Then, if we know the p(q), v(q) and φ˙
(q)
with 0 ≤
q ≤ n up to order 2mR , then from (6.17,6.18,6.19)
we can deduce p(n+1), v(n+1) and φ˙
(n+1)
up to order
2mR as summarized in Table II.
3. By using the constraints pC, C and θC
(6.13,6.14,6.15) we see that we can find p(0),
v(1) and φ˙
(1)
up to order 2mR if we know the p
(q),
v(q+1) and φ˙
(q+1)
up to order 
2(m−q)
R , and this is
summarized in Table I.
4. From the second point, we see that if we know the
p(0), v(1) and φ˙
(1)
up to order 2mR then we also
know all p(q), v(q+1) and φ˙
(q+1)
to the same order
2mR and from the third point this is what we need
to know the p(0), v(1) and φ˙
(1)
up to order 
2(m+1)
R ,
which validates this recursive method.
5. Eventually, time derivatives on the fundamental
variables v and φ˙ which appear in corrective terms,
can be replaced by using their dynamical equations
at a lower order and it is thus possible to obtain
the corrections to the lowest order model up to any
order only in terms of derivatives with respect to s.
Finally, the evolution of the radius is easily found up
to any given order in 2nR . Indeed given that
∂t lnR =
∑
m
Ä
1
2u
(m) −Hv(m)
ä
R2m, (6.20)
then in order to obtain the evolution up to 2nR correc-
tions, we need the u(m) and v(m) (with m ≤ n) up to

2(n−m)
R corrections.
C. First corrections
Implementing the procedure described in the previous
section, we first get the constraints
p(1) = 12 φ˙
2 − 38 (∂sv)2 − ν 14∂2sK
+ 14∂
3
sv +O(2R) (6.21a)
v(2) = 916H∂sH∂sv − 316H(∂sv)2 + 116 φ˙∂sφ˙
−ν 332H∂2sK + 916H2∂2sv − 964∂sv∂2sv
−ν 132∂3sK + 932H∂3sv + 364∂4sv +O(2R)(6.21b)
φ˙
(2)
= − 132 φ˙∂sH∂sv + 112H∂sH∂sφ˙− 148∂sφ˙∂2sH
− 196Hφ˙∂2sv + 112H2∂2s φ˙
− 124∂sH∂2s φ˙− 1192 φ˙∂3sv +O(2R) . (6.21c)
We also find the corrections to the constrained quanti-
ties which were already computed at lowest order when
deriving the lowest order string model. Indeed, the ex-
pressions (6.7), (6.8), and (6.9) need to be corrected with
the terms
p(0) ⊃ R2
[
− 12 φ˙
2 − 3H2∂sv − 94∂sH∂sv + 38 (∂sv)2
+ν 14∂
2
sK − 94H∂2sv − 58∂3sv
]
(6.22a)
v(1) ⊃ R2 [ 32H3∂sv + 32H∂sH∂sv + 38H(∂sv)2
− 18 φ˙∂sφ˙+ 316∂sv∂2sH+ ν 316H∂2sK
+ 32H2∂2sv + 38∂sH∂2sv + 932∂sv∂2sv
+ν 116∂
3
sK + 116H∂3sv − 116∂4sv
]
(6.22b)
φ˙
(1) ⊃ R2
î
1
16 φ˙∂sH∂sv + 112H∂sH∂sφ˙+ 124∂sφ˙∂2sH
+ 148Hφ˙∂2sv + 112H2∂2s φ˙+ 112∂sH∂2s φ˙
+ 196 φ˙∂
3
sv
ó
. (6.22c)
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Once replaced in (6.2), we finally get the corrections to
(6.10) which read as
∂tv ⊃ R2
[
Hφ˙2 + 12H3∂sv + 332 H∂sH∂sv
+ 34H(∂sv)2 + 12 φ˙∂sφ˙+ 3∂sv∂2sH
+ν 14H∂2sK + 272 H2∂2sv + 6∂sH∂2sv
+ 38∂sv∂
2
sv +
15
4 H∂3sv + 38∂4sv
]
(6.23a)
∂tφ˙ ⊃ R2
î
1
2 φ˙∂sH∂sv + 23H∂sH∂sφ˙+ 13∂sφ˙∂2sH
+ 16Hφ˙∂2sv + 23H2∂2s φ˙+ 23∂sH∂2s φ˙
+ 112 φ˙∂
3
sv
ó
(6.23b)
∂t lnR ⊃ R2
(− 32H2∂sv − 38∂sH∂sv
− 58H∂2sv − 116∂3sv
)
. (6.23c)
We report in Appendix E the next order corrections
which are of order 4R. Note also that surface tension
effects do not enter explicitly the dynamical equation for
axial rotation (6.23b) nor the dynamical equation for the
radius (6.23c), but they still matter due to the couplings
between v, φ˙ and R.
In general, if we keep terms of order 2nR in the expres-
sion giving ∂tv, that is, if we consider the n-th correction,
then it involves terms which have 2(n+ 1) order deriva-
tives in the affine parameter s, typically from terms of
the form R2n∂
2(n+1)
s v, and the differential complexity is
increased. If we consider for instance a steady regime
in which all time derivatives vanish, this can lead to a
rather stiff differential system as the coefficients in front
of the highest derivatives are typically the smallest.
D. Comparison with the Cosserat model
As shown by Garc´ıa and Castellanos (1994) the
Cosserat model can be viewed as an averaged model.
Indeed, given that the longitudinal velocity is given by
v(0) + r2v(1) + r4v(2) + . . . it could be natural to consider
an averaged velocity and derive the dynamical equation
for this variable and not for v(0) which should be con-
sidered as a derived variable. The average longitudinal
velocity is simply defined as
v ≡ 2
R2
∫ R
0
V rdr =
2
R2
∫ R
0
∑
n
v(n)r2nrdr
=
∑
n
R2n
n+ 1
v(n) . (6.24)
We obtain that from (6.20) and (6.1) the kinematic equa-
tion for the time evolution of the fiber radius reads ex-
actly (Garc´ıa and Castellanos 1994)
∂t lnR = −Hv − 12∂sv . (6.25)
Obviously the expression (6.24) needs to be truncated
at a given power of R which is the order at which the
equations are considered. Once truncated, we can invert
it because from our algorithm, the v(n) are expressed in
terms of (the derivatives of) v(0) and φ˙
(0)
. After invert-
ing, we obtain v = v(0) as a power series in v and its
derivatives. For instance up to the first corrections we
get
v = v +
R2
2
(
3
2H∂sv + 14∂2sv
)
+O(4R) (6.26a)
v = v − R
2
2
(
3
2H∂sv + 14∂2sv
)
+O(4R) . (6.26b)
At lowest order, the form of (6.10a) is the same if it is ex-
pressed with v or with v because both velocities are equal
at lowest order. Differences appear only when including
the first set of corrections. Eventually, we find
∂tv + R
2
Å
−1
2
H∂t∂sv − 1
8
∂t∂
2
sv
ã
(6.27)
= g − ∂sP (0)ν + 6H∂sv − v∂sv + 3∂2sv
+R2
(
Hφ˙2 − 6H3∂sv − 14H(∂sv)2
+ 12 φ˙∂sφ˙+
3
4∂sv∂
2
sH− 32H2∂2sv
+ 12Hv∂2sv + 34∂sH∂2sv + 18v∂3sv
)
which we have written in a form which matches Eq. (55)
of Garc´ıa and Castellanos (1994). However it does not
match the Cosserat equation Eq. (53) of Garc´ıa and
Castellanos (1994) [which is also Eq. (74) of Eggers
(1997) derived with a Galerkin approximation method].
As explained in details by Garc´ıa and Castellanos (1994),
this is because some terms involving v(1) are removed.
In the case of the Cosserat model of Eggers (1997), these
terms would probably be recovered when including higher
orders of the Galerkin method, given that at lowest order
in the Galerkin approximation the information that the
next corrections are parabolic in nature has not been put
in. In a sense, the lowest order of the Galerkin approx-
imation also amounts to ignoring some parabolic terms
of the type v(1)r2. In our method, the contributions v(1)
and v(2) are taken into account from the constraints (6.8)
[corrected by (6.22b) and (6.21b)].
Furthermore, our results are extended to include a pos-
sible axial rotation from the inclusion of the φ˙
(n)
. We find
that when including the first corrections to the viscous
string approximations, the corrected dynamics of v cou-
ples with the lowest order axial rotation φ˙ = φ˙
(0)
whose
evolution needs then to be computed from the lowest or-
der dynamical equation (6.10b). This interplay between
longitudinal velocity and axial rotation which takes place
when the first corrections are included has already been
described in Bechtel et al. (1995), but our formalism al-
lows already for more compact and geometrically more
meaningful expressions. However, it is only when con-
sidering curved fibers that our formalism based on STF
multipoles appears to be powerful as we shall now see in
details in the following section.
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VII. APPLICATION TO CURVED FIBERS
A. Overview of curved fiber specificities
Whenever we consider curved fibers, we must take into
account the property that the FCL curvature κa does not
vanish anymore, nor does the rotation rate ωi of the or-
thonormal basis. As stressed in § IV J, even if we restrict
to a stationary regime for which all time derivatives van-
ish and thus ωa = 0, we can still generically form STF
products of the type
κ〈a1 . . . κa`〉 (7.1)
which might source the STF moments of order `. For
instance, terms proportional to κ〈aκb〉 would source the
shear part of the velocity field “V ab from the Navier-Stokes
equation, and this would in turn induce a deformation of
the fiber shape of the type Rab from the kinetic condition
on the fiber side (4.25). Since the lowest order descrip-
tion corresponds to a string approximation for which the
section size and shape are irrelevant, these terms are ex-
pected to arise only when including the first corrections.
For instance, the combinations
κ〈aκb〉yayb , or κ〈aκb〉R2 (7.2)
are of order 2R. For the lowest order description, one
might consider circular sections, but as soon as we con-
sider refinements to this description, we must abandon
the circular shape assumption. As we shall find in the
remainder of this section, the fundamental dynamical
variables are the same as for the axisymmetric case
(v = v
(0)
∅ , φ˙ = φ˙
(0)
∅ , and R) on which we add the various
shape multipoles RL and also the position and velocity
of the FCL. If we consider a description up to order n in
powers of R, then we shall find that we must include at
least the multipoles RL with ` ≤ n. As soon as we leave
the realm of straight fibers, we open Pandora’s box and
we cannot obtain all STF devils from constraints, as the
shape multipoles become dynamical.
This departure from circular fiber sections is even more
obvious when considering the motion in a steady rotating
frame. Indeed, the inertial forces will bring typical con-
tributions of the form Ω〈aΩb〉, which are similar to tidal
forces and induce an elliptic elongation. Such contribu-
tion arises naturally in the Navier-Stokes equation (5.11)
as can be seen from the general expression of the iner-
tial forces (5.13), and they typically source the velocity
shear moments “V (n)ab , which in turns source the elliptic
deformation Rab from the boundary kinematics (4.25).
We first derive the lowest order viscous string model
in the curved case in § VII B and discuss corrections
in § VII C. In § VII D we also consider the special case
of straight but non axisymmetric fibers with mild elliptic
shapes.
B. Viscous string model
1. Incompressibility conditions
The incompressibility conditions on moments (4.5) are
used to replace the moments u
(n)
L . In particular, from
[CE ](0)∅ , [CE ](1)∅ , [CE ](0)a , [CE ](1)a , and [CE ](0)ab we obtain
the general conditions
u
(1)
∅ = −“V (1)aκ˜a − 12 κ˜aÙV (0)a − 12∂sv(1)∅ , (7.3a)
u(0)a = − 43“V (1)a − 23“V (0)ab κ˜b − κ˜au(0)∅ − 23κaφ˙
− 23∂sv(0)a , (7.3b)
u(1)a = − 85“V (2)a − 45“V (1)ab κ˜b − κ˜au(1)∅ − 12 κ˜bÙV (0)ab
− 25κaφ˙
(1) − 25∂sv(1)a , (7.3c)
u
(0)
ab = −“V (1)ab − “V (1)〈a κ˜b〉 − κ˜〈aÙV (0)b〉 − 12∂sv(0)ab
− 12“V (0)abcκ˜c , (7.3d)
that are used extensively together with (4.6) throughout
§ VII.
2. Normal vector and curvature
At lowest order, the unit normal vector components
are simply
N̂3 = −HR+O(2R) (7.4a)
N̂a = na +O(2R) (7.4b)
and from (4.23) the scalar extrinsic curvature reads as
K = 1
R
+ κ˜an
a +O(R) . (7.5)
If we expand RH as in (5.7b), then [RK](0)∅ = 1 and
[RK](0)a = κ˜a. Note that we cannot separate the pressure
contribution from viscous and surface tension effects as
in (6.4). The scalar extrinsic curvature must be used
directly inside the boundary constraint (5.5).
3. Navier-Stokes equation
Using the components expression for the velocity gra-
dient (4.31), the velocity shear (4.36), and the velocity
derivatives (5.14), the lowest multipoles of the longitudi-
nal and sectional components of acceleration and of the
volumic forces are [reminding that we are using the no-
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tation (4.2) throughout]
A
(0)
∅ = (∂t + v∂s) v + ∂tU¯ + U
aω˜a
+I + 2UaΩ˜a, (7.6a)
f
(0)
∅ = g + 4v
(1) + v(0)a κ˜
a − κaωa − ∂sP (0)∅ (7.6b)
−vκaκa + 2κ˜a∂s“V (0)a + “V (0)a ∂sκ˜a + ∂2sv,
Â
(0)
a = −v2κ˜a + 2‹UaΩ + Ia − 2U¯ Ω˜a − 2vΩ˜a
−U¯ ω˜a − 2vω˜a + ∂tUa + ‹Uaω, (7.7a)“f (0)a = ga − P (0)a + 83“V (1)a − 53κaφ˙
− 32 κ˜a∂sv − 23∂sv(0)a − v∂sκ˜a − ∂sω˜a,(7.7b)
◦
A
(0)
= −v(0)a (Ωa + ωa + κav)−
Ä
φ˙+ Ω
ä
∂sv
+ (∂t + v∂s) φ˙, (7.8a)
◦
f
(0)
= − 43“V (1)a κa − 76κaκaφ˙+ 8φ˙(1)
− 76κa∂sv(0)a − 12v(0)a∂sκa + 12vκ˜a∂sκa
+ 12ω
a∂sκ˜a + κ˜a∂sω
a + ∂2s φ˙ . (7.8b)
In these expressions, we have defined the inertial force on
the FCL by
I ≡ Ω× (Ω×R) . (7.9)
I and Ia are as usual its longitudinal and sectional com-
ponents. Similarly, we recall that Ωa and ga are the sec-
tional components of the steady frame rotation (if any)
and of long range forces, whereas Ω and g are their longi-
tudinal projections. Since Ω and g are constant vectors,
then from (2.15) their components vary along the FCL
according to
∂sg = −κ˜aga , ∂sga = κag , (7.10)
with similar expressions for the components of Ω. How-
ever I is not constant and we must use
∂sI = −Ω2 − κ˜aIa , ∂sIa = ΩΩa + κ˜aI . (7.11)
In reality, the expressions (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) are
formally more complex, as they also involve terms which
contain “V (0)a and “V (0)ab . The former vanishes at lowest
order from the gauge condition (4.28), and when study-
ing the structure of corrections in § VII C, we will show
that from the orthoradial boundary condition the latter
vanishes as well at lowest order. The missing terms are
gathered in § VII C 3.
From (7.6) we can infer the lowest moment of the lon-
gitudinal part of Navier-Stokes equation, that is D(0)∅ ,
which could also be obtained from the longitudinal pro-
jection of a momentum balance equation. From (7.7)
we can infer the lowest order multipoles of the sectional
part of the Navier-Stokes equations D(0)a . It could also be
obtained from the sectional projection of the momentum
balance equation. Finally, from (7.8), we infer
◦D(0) which
governs the dynamics of the axial rotation rate φ˙ = φ˙
(0)
.
In the axisymmetric case, it was not strictly speaking
part of the lowest order string description since axial ro-
tation decoupled at lowest order. For curved fibers, it
seems at first sight when examining (7.7) that axial rota-
tion retroacts on the dynamical equations for Ua. How-
ever, when including the boundary constraints it will ap-
pear that this is not the case. As in the axisymmetric
case, the dynamical equation for the axial rotation is in
fact already a first correction and not part of the viscous
string model.
In order to obtain closed dynamical equations from
(7.6), (7.7), and (7.8), we need to find the lowest order
expressions for v
(0)
a , P (0) = P
(0)
∅ , v
(1) = v
(1)
∅ , “V (1)a , and
φ˙
(1)
, which as in the axisymmetric case are going to be
obtained from the lowest order of the boundary condi-
tion (5.5).
4. Constraint equations
We recall the notation introduced in § V B for the vari-
ous constraints obtained on the boundary and their mul-
tipoles expansions.
• First, from the lowest order monopole and dipole
of the longitudinal constraint, that is C(0)∅ and C
(0)
a
we get
v(1) = 32H∂sv + 14∂2sv +O(2R) (7.12a)
v(0)a = vκ˜a + ω˜a +O(2R) . (7.12b)
The constraint (7.12a) is exactly the same as the
one obtained in the axisymmetric case (6.8) and we
will find that the effect of curvature appears only
at higher orders. However, the latter constraint
(7.12b) deserves a thorough comment. From the
expression of the total velocity (4.1) and the de-
composition (3.10) for the relative velocity V , the
velocity field on the FCL (that is when y1 = y2 = 0)
is
VCen = U+vT +“V (0)a da = U+vT +O(2R) (7.13)
since from the gauge condition (4.28) “V (0)a is only
an order 2R quantity. The rotation rate of the fluid
on the central line is thus approximately
ωaCen ≡ [T × ∂s(U + vT )]a = ωa + κav . (7.14)
Furthermore, the dipolar component v
(0)
a corre-
sponds to the sectional part of the solid rotation
of the fluid contained in a fiber section. Indeed,
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if we focus on terms which are linear in ya in the
decomposition (3.10), and if we ignore radial infall
(u
(0)
∅ ) and axial rotation (φ˙
(0)
), we realize that the
relative velocity V contains
V ⊃ v(0)a yaT = [ωaSecda × ybdb] , ωSeca ≡ −v˜(0)a .
The constraint (7.12b) thus states that the solid
rotation of the fiber section ωaSec is equal to the
rotation of the fluid on the FCL ωaCen. It means
that once the central line velocity Ua is determined
(together with the curvature and the longitudinal
lowest order velocity v), then the rotation of the
fluid on the FCL is determined, and the fiber sec-
tion rotation must follow exactly the same rotation
rate. This fact can be rephrased more rigorously
by replacing the constraint (7.12b) in the expres-
sion (4.37) for the vorticity, as we obtain
$a = ωaCen +O(2R) = ωa + κav +O(2R) . (7.15)
It is yet another way to see that the rotation of the
fluid in fiber sections (vorticity) is guided by the
rotation of the fluid on the FCL.
The consequence is that the fluid contained in a
given section, which by construction is orthogonal
to the tangential direction T , remains always in a
geometrically defined fiber section. Or, said differ-
ently, the fluid particles belonging to different fiber
sections are not mixed by the fluid velocity. We
must stress again that this result is only valid at
lowest order in R.
Hence, just by contemplating of (7.12b) we can
understand why the lowest order approximation is
called a string approximation. It is because the
fiber sections are slaves of the FCL, as they are de-
termined from it without retroaction at lowest or-
der. Furthermore, and this is even more important,
this type of behavior also corresponds to a form of
flexible rod model since the fiber sections are not
mixed and remain orthogonal to the FCL. If there
was no longitudinal velocity (v = 0), a good anal-
ogy would be the spinal column with the vertebra
being the sections. If we want to consider a longi-
tudinal velocity, a good analogy would be a collar
made of beads. The beads have a cylindrical hole
through which the collar string is passed, and if the
beads can slide along the string of the collar, their
orientation with respect to the string tangential di-
rection is necessarily fixed thanks to the cylindrical
hole. We understand already at that point that it is
hopeless to try to find consistently the corrections
of the string model if we start from a flexible rod
model, since the lowest order description is already
a form of flexible rod model.
• Second, from the lowest order monopole and dipole
of the orthoradial constraint, that is θC(1)∅ and θC(0)a ,
we obtain
φ˙
(1)
= 12 (Hκ˜aωa +H∂sφ˙) +O(2R), (7.16a)“V (1)a = 18 (2κaφ˙− κ˜a∂sv + 2v∂sκ˜a + 2∂sω˜a)
+O(2R) . (7.16b)
• And third, from the lowest order monopole and
dipole of the radial boundary constraint, that is
from rC(0)∅ and rC(0)a , and using the gauge condi-
tion (4.28) and the previous constraints we get
P
(0)
∅ =
ν
R
− ∂sv +O(R) (7.17a)
P (0)a = −κaφ˙+ 12 κ˜a∂sv − v∂sκ˜a − ∂sω˜a
+
νκ˜a
R
+O(R) . (7.17b)
5. Dynamics of the string model
Inserting the constraints of the previous section in the
expressions (7.6), (7.7), and (7.8), we finally obtain the
system of equations
∂tv = −∂tU¯ − Uaω˜a + g + νH
R
−v∂sv + 6H∂sv + 3∂2sv +O(R), (7.18a)
(∂tU)a = ga + v
2κ˜a + 2vω˜a − 3κ˜a∂sv
−νκ˜a
R
+O(R), (7.18b)
∂tφ˙ = 4Hκ˜aωa + φ˙∂sv + ωa∂sκ˜a + 4H∂sφ˙− v∂sφ˙
+∂2s φ˙+O(2R) , (7.18c)
where using (2.25a) we used the compact expression
(∂tU)a = ∂tUa + ω‹Ua − U¯ ω˜a . (7.19)
Note also that from (2.24a) we also get (∂tU)
3 = ∂tU +
ω˜aU
a allowing to rewrite (7.18a) in a slightly more com-
pact form if desired. Finally, when surface tension effects
are included, we also need to determine the dynamics of
the fiber radius as it couples to (7.18b) and (7.18a), and
at lowest order it reads exactly as in the axisymmetric
case, that is
∂t lnR = −Hv − 12∂sv . (7.20)
Several comments are in order for this viscous string
model.
• We can check that there is no retroaction of φ˙ on
the lowest order dynamical equations for v and Ua.
The axial rotation dynamical equation (7.18c) is in
fact part of the first corrections and not part of the
lowest order string model.
• The equations are at most linear in the curvature κa
even though we have not linearized in this variable.
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• To compare (7.18a) and (7.18b) with the result ob-
tained from a momentum balance equation by Arne
et al. (2009, 2015), Ribe (2004), Ribe et al. (2006),
we must first use that the average velocity inside
a fiber is approximately the velocity on the FCL
given at lowest order by (7.13). Then, from the
properties
(∂tVCen)3 = ∂tv + (∂tU)3 (7.21a)
(∂tVCen)a = (∂tU)a − vω˜a (7.21b)
v(∂sVCen)3 = v∂sv (7.21c)
v(∂sVCen)a = −v2κ˜a − vω˜a , (7.21d)
and defining a convective derivative by Dt ≡ ∂t +
v∂s, the string equations are simply recast as
(DtVCen)3 ' g + νH
R
+ 6H∂sv + 3∂2sv (7.22a)
(DtVCen)a ' ga − 3κ˜a∂sv − νκ˜a
R
. (7.22b)
• We can in particular check that the contributions
from the surface tension are exactly those found
in Eqs. (37) (49) and (57) of Ribe et al. (2006).
Since the vector κ˜a points toward the exterior of
the FCL curvature, the contribution −νκ˜a/R tends
to unfold the viscous jet as strongly curved region
will be accelerated toward the center of curvature.
• If we ignore the surface tension contributions,
and using the covariantization relations (2.26), the
equation (7.22) can be recast in the compact form
DtVCen ' g + 1
piR2
∂sF , (7.23)
F ≡ piR2F (0)∅ T , F
(0)
∅ = 3(∂sv)(7.24)
where the link with the momentum balance has now
been made obvious. The expression of the viscous
force F which is purely longitudinal has the same
origin as in the axisymmetric case [see Eq. (6.12)].
6. Rotating frame
If we now consider that the problem is studied in a
steady rotating frame, then Eqs. (7.18) need to be sup-
plemented with the contributions
∂tv ⊃ −I − 2UaΩ˜a (7.25a)
(∂tU)a ⊃ −2‹UaΩ− Ia + 2(U + v)Ω˜a (7.25b)
∂tφ˙ ⊃ −Ω˜a (ωa + vκa) + Ω∂sv . (7.25c)
The first two equations arise naturally from the longitudi-
nal and sectional components of the inertial and Coriolis
forces.
7. Longitudinal central line velocity
We notice that the dynamical equation for v (7.18a)
contains ∂tU . However, we must remember that the lon-
gitudinal velocity of the central line contains a remain-
ing gauge degree of freedom. Indeed, we have fixed the
position of the central line inside the fiber by asking
that there should be no shape dipole. However, as ar-
gued in § IV I, we can still displace the fiber inside that
curved central line, equivalent to a reparameterization
s→ s+f(t) which changes the velocities as U → U−∂tf
and v → v + ∂tf .
Eq. (7.18a) is in fact an equation for ∂t(v+U) and we
must find a unique way to determine U independently.
Let us fix the value of the central line longitudinal veloc-
ity U for a given affine parameter (say s = 0 at a fiber
boundary) at all times. Typically the fiber is attached at
the boundary so we choose simply U(s = 0) = 0. Then
from the condition (2.6) we obtain
∂sU = κ˜aU
a (7.26)
and thus U must be determined everywhere on the
fiber at all times, effectively breaking the degeneracy in
(7.18a).
8. Full-set of equations for the string model
We are now in position to gather all the equations
which are required for the curved viscous string model.
First there is a set of equations which are constraint equa-
tions and which must be solved at a given initial time,
since they are ordinary differential equations in s.
1. OnceR(s, t) is known at a given time, e.g. at initial
time, then the tangential direction of the FCL is
obtained from (2.2).
2. The curvature κ of the FCL is then determined at
that same given time from its definition (2.7).
3. The orthonormal basis di, can be determined ev-
erywhere on the fiber at that same given time
from (2.15), provided some choice is made on a fiber
boundary.
4. With this orthonormal basis we can extract the
components κa of the curvature.
5. When the FCL velocity components Ua and U are
known at a given time, and the curvature compo-
nents κa as well, then the rotation components ωi
can be found from (2.28) for the sectional compo-
nent and from (2.23b) for the longitudinal compo-
nent at the same given time.
6. The longitudinal part of the FCL velocity U is not
dynamical but it is instead constrained by (7.26).
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Then we have dynamical equations which give the time
evolution of variables from initial conditions, but they
depend on partial derivatives ∂s so they are partial dif-
ferential equations.
1. The position in space of the FCLR(s, t) is modified
due to the FCL velocity U , as seen on (2.4).
2. The curvature components evolve in time thanks
to (2.23a).
3. The orthonormal basis evolves in time with (2.16).
4. The longitudinal velocity v of the fluid inside the
fiber evolves in time according to Eq. (7.18a).
5. The sectional part of the FCL velocity Ua evolves
according to Eq. (7.18b).
6. The fiber radius R evolves according to (7.20).
When considering corrections to the viscous string model,
this structure between constraints and dynamical equa-
tions is preserved.
9. Covariant expressions
If we prefer to work fully in the Cartesian canonical
basis, that is, if for a vector we prefer using the covariant
form X than the Xi, then from (2.13) this is immedi-
ate. However, we need to use the covariantization rela-
tions (2.26) to recast the derivatives in the desired form
∂tX or ∂sX. The resulting equations take a more trans-
parent form if we separate all vectors in sectional and lon-
gitudinal parts according to (2.39) and write equations
for these components. Since the longitudinal and sec-
tional projections involve only the tangential direction T ,
then the dependence in the section basis da disappears.
The FA coordinates and the orthonormal basis were in-
troduced to perform all intermediary computations, but
the final results need not be expressed in this language.
This justifies a posteriori why we have chosen the special
choice (2.7) for the curvature and discarded the possibil-
ity of having a non-vanishing longitudinal component for
the FCL curvature. Indeed, this would lead to the same
final equations when expressed in a covariant form. How-
ever, all intermediate computations would be more in-
volved because the expression of the metric (2.35) would
be much more complicated and non-diagonal, and the
Christoffels (2.44) would also be more complex. In par-
ticular, as a consequence of this choice for curvature, the
partial derivatives with respect to s are easily written in
a covariant form since for any vector X we deduce from
(2.25b) the property
P⊥(∂sX⊥) = (∂sXa)da . (7.27)
This allows to read the covariant form of a given equation
written in terms of sectional components nearly instantly.
We gather in covariant form the complete set of equa-
tions described in § VII B 8. First, the vectors ω and U
are decomposed in sectional parts and longitudinal parts
as in (2.39). The constraint equations are
∂sR = T , (7.28a)
∂sT = κ× T = −κ˜ ⇔ κ = T × ∂sT ,(7.28b)
ω⊥ = T × ∂sU = ∂s‹U + κU, (7.28c)
0 = T · ∂sω ⇔ ∂sω = −ω · κ˜,(7.28d)
0 = T · ∂sU ⇔ ∂sU = −U · κ˜ .(7.28e)
As for the dynamical equations, they are recast as
∂tR = U , (7.29a)
∂tκ = ∂sω + ω × κ ⇔ P⊥(∂tκ) = P⊥(∂sω⊥),
∂tT = ω × T , (7.29b)
∂t lnR = −Hv − 12∂sv, (7.29c)
∂tv = −∂tU −U · ω˜ + g + νH
R
− v∂sv (7.29d)
+6H∂sv + 3∂2sv − I − 2(Ω×U) · T ,
P⊥[∂tU⊥] = T ×
[
(U + 2v)ω +
(
v2 − 3∂sv − ν
R
)
κ
]
+ [g − I]⊥ + 2T ×
[
(v + U)Ω− ΩU] ,(7.29e)
where we should use that for any vector
∂tX⊥ = P⊥[∂tX⊥] + (X⊥ · ω˜)T (7.30a)
∂sX⊥ = P⊥[∂sX⊥] + (X⊥ · κ˜)T . (7.30b)
10. Stationary regime
In the stationary regime, all partial time derivatives
vanish and the viscous fiber model takes a simpler form.
The velocity of the fiber center also necessarily vanishes
and Ua = U = 0 as well as the rotation (ωi = 0). In that
case, it becomes an ordinary differential equation in the
FCL parameter s. For completeness, we report here the
set of stationary equations, and they read as
∂sR = T , (7.31a)
∂s lnR ' − 12∂sln v, (7.31b)
3∂2sv + 6H∂sv − v∂sv ' −
νH
R
+ I − g, (7.31c)
κ˜a
(
v2 − ν
R
− 3∂sv
)
' Ia − ga − 2vΩ˜a, (7.31d)
∂sdi = κ× di . (7.31e)
Eq. (7.31d) is used to determine the curvature κa (but it
can become singular) and (7.31c) is used to integrate v
along the FCL. Eq. (7.31b) is the statement that vR2 is
constant in a stationary regime, due to incompressibility.
If written in covariant form, the last three equations
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of (7.31) read as
3∂2sv + 6H∂sv − v∂sv ' −
νH
R
+ T · (I − g) ,(7.32a)
κ
(
v2 − ν
R
− 3∂sv
)
' T × [g − I]− 2vΩ,(7.32b)
∂sT = κ× T = −κ˜ , (7.32c)
which is the standard form for the stationary curved
string model in the literature.
C. Beyond the string model
1. Limitations of the string model
Apart for surface tension effects, the spatial exten-
sion of sections, that is the radius R, does not play any
role in the dynamical equations, meaning that the inter-
nal structure of the fiber has no impact on the dynam-
ics. Furthermore, at lowest order the sectional part of
the viscous forces which reduces to the components “F (0)a
vanishes. The viscous forces are purely longitudinal, as
would be the case in a string, thus justifying the name
of the approximation. If we want to consider a model for
viscous fibers in which the size of spatial sections plays a
role, we must necessarily consider higher order terms in
the parameter R.
Since fiber sections rotate at the same angular velocity
as the fluid located on the FCL [see Eq. (7.15)], it means
also that a rod model in which sections are not mixed
and remain orthogonal to the fiber tangential direction
cannot be part of this higher order model. Hence, when
considering the lowest order of the angular momentum
balance equation, we do not obtain a dynamical equa-
tion which gives the time evolution of the fiber section
rotation as a function of viscous forces, but rather ob-
tain a constraint on the viscous forces (more precisely on
their sectional component) given that the fiber section
rotation is already determined by the string model.
For higher order models, the corrections of order 2R in
Eq. (7.15) will imply that fluid particles of different sec-
tions will be mixed as a result of time evolution. Higher
order models must also necessarily take into account that
the velocity of the fluid on the central line, is not exactly
the velocity of the central line. Indeed, Eq. (4.28) im-
plies that there is a tiny shift between the two which is
an order 2R correction.
Finally, terms of the type (7.2) typically source the
shape quadrupole Rab and a model restricted to circular
sections cannot be sufficient when considering corrections
to the string limit. As we shall explain in this section,
when including order nR effect, we must include all mul-
tipoles RL with ` ≤ n. Since we are interested in the first
corrections which are of order 2R, we consider quadrupo-
lar shape moments thereafter.
2. Normal vector and extrinsic curvature
When including a first set of corrections, the compo-
nents of the normal vector and the unit normal vector
are approximately given by
N3 = −HR+HR2(naκ˜a) +O(3R) (7.33a)
Na = na − 2R2 ⊥ba Rbcnc
−3R3 ⊥ba Rbcdncnd +O(4R) (7.33b)
N̂3 = −HR+HR2(naκ˜a) +O(3R) (7.33c)
N̂a = na −R2
ÅH2
2
na − 2 ⊥ba Rbcnc
ã
(7.33d)
+R3
Ä
−3 ⊥ba Rbcdncnd +H2nanbκ˜b
ä
+O(4R) .
From (4.23), the extrinsic curvature can then be ob-
tained. Expanding RK in moments as in (5.7a), the first
moments which are used to compute the first set of cor-
rections to the string model are
[RK]∅ = 1−R2
(
3
2H2 + 12κaκa + ∂sH
)
+O(4R) (7.34a)
[RK]a = κ˜a
[
1 +R2
(
7
2H2 + 34κbκb + 2∂sH
)]
+R2
Ä
H∂sκ˜a −Rabκ˜b
ä
+O(4R) (7.34b)
[RK]ab = 3Rab + κ〈aκb〉 +O(2R) . (7.34c)
3. Fundamental dynamical equations
The general method to build higher order corrections
is similar to the axisymmetric case. The only difference
is that now a given equation will not just give a con-
straint on the monopole but also on other moments. As
we restrict to second order, we shall need to consider the
monopole, dipole, and quadrupole of equations only. The
incompressibility conditions (7.3) are also used through-
out to express any dependence in multipoles u
(n)
L in terms
of other types of multipoles.
We start from lowest moments of the Navier Stokes
equation components (D(0)∅ , “D(0)a ), which give the funda-
mental dynamical equations for the longitudinal velocity
v = v
(0)
∅ , and the FCL sectional velocity U
a. The evo-
lution of the axial rotation φ˙ = φ˙
(0)
has already been
found in (7.18c) and we have argued that it should be
considered as part of the first corrections. Eqs (7.6) and
(7.7) were not given in full generality as we had removed
the contributions from “V (0)a and “V (0)ab which are order
2R quantities. The Navier-Stokes components (7.6) and
(7.7) must be supplemented by the contributions
A
(0)
∅ ⊃ “V (0)a Ä2Ω˜a + ω˜a + vκ˜a + v(0)aä (7.35a)
f
(0)
∅ ⊃ 2κ˜a∂s“V (0)a + “V (0)a ∂sκ˜a (7.35b)
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Equation Variable Essential dependence
D(0)∅ (7.6) and (7.35) ∂tv(0) v(1)∅ , P (0)∅ , v(0)a , V̂
(0)
a
D̂(0)a (7.7) and (7.36) ∂tUa V̂
(1)
a , P
(0)
a , v
(0)
a , V̂
(0)
a , V̂
(0)
ab
RE(≤2)∅ (4.25) ∂tR v(0)a , V̂
(1)
a , v
(0)
∅ , v
(1)
∅ R
2
RE(≤2)ab (4.25) ∂tRab V̂
(0)
ab , V̂
(1)
ab
TABLE III: Fundamental dynamical equations, with the cor-
responding variables and the main variables on which their
evolution depends. The dependencies for the last two equa-
tions giving the evolution of radius and shape quadrupole are
given only when order 2R terms are included.
Â
(0)
a ⊃ “V (0)b“V (0)ab − 12“V (0)a Å∂sv + “V (0)b κ˜bã+ v∂s“V (0)a
−εab“V (0)b Äφ˙+ ω¯ − 2Ωä+ ∂t“V (0)a (7.36a)“f (0)a ⊃ 12“V (0)b κaκb − 12“V (0)a κbκb + 13“V (0)ab κ˜b + ∂2s“V (0)a
to be fully general.
We also need to consider the dynamics of the shape.
As in the string model, we need to consider the monopole
of the boundary kinematics (4.25) to determine the evo-
lution of the radius. The dipole of this equation has
already been considered in (4.28) to fix the gauge and de-
termine “V (0)a . Furthermore, we also need to consider the
quadrupole of the boundary kinematics equation (4.25)
so as to determine the evolution of Rab. These dynami-
cal equations need to be truncated at the required order.
In Table III we summarize the essential dependencies of
the fundamental dynamical equations which need to be
determined from constraints.
4. General structure of constraint equations
The method follows essentially the same steps as in
the axisymmetric case. The constraints which were ob-
tained at lowest order in § (VII B 4) need to be extended
to include order 2R corrections, so as to be replaced in
the fundamental dynamical equations. We follow the
same procedure except that all constraints are consid-
ered up to a higher order. For instance, when deriving
the string model we considered the monopole of the ra-
dial constraint at lowest order rC(0)∅ to constrain P (0)∅ ,
and now we must consider rC(1)∅ .
However, just like when finding the corrections of the
axisymmetric case, the price to pay is that we introduce
new dependencies. For instance from rC(1)∅ we can obtain
corrections for the constraint which determines P
(0)
∅ , but
it involves P
(0)
∅ R
2. This set of dependencies is summa-
rized in Table IV.
The solution to this problem follows exactly the
method used in the axisymmetric case. We use the higher
Equation Variable Essential dependence
rC∅ P (0) v(0) and P (1)R2, P (2)R4 . . .
rCa P (0)a v(0)a and P (1)a R2, P (2)a R4 . . .
rCab P (0)ab v(0)ab and P (1)ab R2, P (2)ab R4 . . .
C∅ v(1) v(0) and v(2)R2, v(3)R4 . . .
Ca v(0)a v(1)a R2, v(2)a R4 . . .
Cab v(0)ab v(1)ab R2, v(2)ab R4 . . .
θC∅ φ˙(1) φ˙(0) and φ˙(2)R2, φ˙(3)R4 . . .
θCa V̂ (1)a V̂
(2)
a R
2, V̂
(3)
a R
4 . . .
θCab V̂ (0)ab V̂
(1)
ab R
2 and V̂
(2)
ab R
4 . . .
Gauge fixing V̂
(0)
a v
(0)
a , V̂
(1)
a , v
(0) . . .
TABLE IV: Structure of boundary constraints. Each multi-
pole of each constraint is used to determine a variable as a
function of other variables. In each case, we specify which
variable is determined and report the essential variables on
which it depends to emphasize the structure of the recursive
method. All these constraints need to be truncated at a given
power of R.
order moments of the Navier-Stokes, which we consider as
constraints and not dynamical equations, together with
the incompressibility constraint (5.15) to remove these
newly introduced variables. This is made possible since,
as in the axisymmetric case, these equations have Lapla-
cians which allow us to use the property (6.16).
We thus need to follow a recursive algorithm which is
very similar to the one used in the axisymmetric case,
but which is more involved since it involves the `-th or-
der STF moments when considering order `R corrections.
Furthermore, the structure of the recursive algorithm is
slightly different for the dipole components since i) the
gauge constraint already determines one dipolar moment
(“V (0)a ) and ii) one equation is used to determine the exter-
nal variable Ua. The corresponding set of dependencies
is summarized in Table V.
5. Quadrupoles of constraints
Let us first examine the quadrupoles of the constraints
for which we need only the lowest order expressions.
From the quadrupole of the orthoradial constraint at low-
est order, that is, from θC(0)ab we get that“V (0)ab = R2 ï− 32“V (1)ab − 38κ〈aκ˜b〉φ˙ (7.37)
− 316κ〈aκb〉∂sv + 38κ〈a(v∂sκb〉 + ∂sωb〉)
]
+O(R)
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Equation Variable Essential dependence
D(n+1)∅ v(n+2)∅ P (n+1)∅ , v(n+1)∅
D(n)a v(n+1)a v(n)a , P (n)a
D(n)ab v(n+1)ab v(n)ab , P (n)ab
◦D(n+1) φ˙(n+1) P (n+1)∅ , φ˙
(n)
D̂(n+1)a V̂
(n+2)
a V̂
(n+1)
a
D̂(n)ab V̂
(n+1)
ab V̂
(n)
ab
DC(n)∅ P (n+1)∅ P (n)∅
DC(n)a P (n+1)a P (n)a
DC(n)ab P (n+1)ab P (n)ab
TABLE V: Structure of dependence for the constraints ob-
tained either from the higher moments of the Navier-Stokes
equation or from the incompressibility constraint. We have
indicated only the essential dependence, so as to emphasize
clearly the structure of the recursive method, but it depends
in general on the full set of lower order variables.
where we recall that the notation 〈a1 . . . an〉 means the
STF part and the notation (a1 . . . an) means the sym-
metric part. Actually, the property that surface tension
terms start at order R and viscous terms start at order
2R arises for all
“V (0)L with ` ≥ 2.
This property is fortunate since conversely from the
lowest order of the quadrupole of the radial constraint
rC(0)ab we find that P (0)ab depends on “V (0)ab /R2. Once this
dependence is replaced, we get
P
(0)
ab =
ν
R
(
3Rab + κ〈aκb〉
)
+ 32κ〈aκ˜b〉φ˙ (7.38)
+ 34κ〈aκb〉∂sv − 32κ〈a(v∂sκb〉 + ∂sωb〉) +O(R).
Finally from the quadrupole of the longitudinal con-
straint C(0)ab we get
v
(0)
ab = 0 +O(2R) . (7.39)
6. Monopoles and dipoles of constraints
We now examine the monopoles and dipoles of the
constraints. The lowest orders have been found already
in § (VII B 4) when deriving the viscous string model,
and they need to be used to replace variables appearing
in the order 2R terms. Once this is done, then from the
constraints C(≤1)∅ and C
(≤1)
a we get that the constraints
(7.12) should be supplemented by
v(1) ⊃ 132R2
î
−64v(2) − 16v(1)a κ˜a + 6Hκaκa∂sv
+84H∂sH∂sv − 12Hvκa∂sκa − 12Hκa∂sωa
+6∂sv∂
2
sH+ 84H2∂2sv + 12∂sH∂2sv
+48H3∂sv + 20H∂3sv + ∂4sv
]
(7.40a)
v(0)a ⊃ 14R2
î
−12v(1)a + 10Hκaφ˙− 11Hκ˜a∂sv
+10Hv∂sκ˜a + 10H∂sω˜a − κ˜a∂2sv
]
. (7.40b)
From the constraint θC(≤1)∅ we get an expression for φ˙
(1)
but we do not need any higher order contribution since
the dynamical equation for φ˙ (7.18c) is already part of the
first corrections. However, from θC(≤1)a we get the first
corrections for the constraint on “V (1)a . Finally, from the
constraints rC(≤1)∅ and rC(≤1)a we obtain the corrections
on the constraints for P
(0)
∅ and P
(0)
a . These are rather
large expressions, and we gathered them in Appendix F.
As in the symmetric case, the constraint for v(1) now
depends on v(2) when including order 2R corrections, and
we shall thus need another constraint to replace it. In fact
we also need constraints for v
(1)
a , “V (2)a , and “V (1)ab . As in
the axisymmetric case, these additional constraints will
come from higher moments of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and the incompressibility constraint (see Table V).
Since the expressions of these constraints can be rather
large, we report them in Appendix F.
7. Corrections for dynamical equations
The evolution of the radius with the first corrections
included is given by
∂t lnR ⊃ R2(− 32H2∂sv − 38∂sH∂sv
− 58H∂2sv − 116∂3sv) . (7.41)
It is striking that once all the constraints are properly
replaced, we reach the same expression as in the axisym-
metric case (6.23c), even though the original expression
deduced from the monopole of (4.25) is formally more
complex. In principle, we could apply the same method
as in § VI D and use the average longitudinal velocity
instead of v(0), thus changing the fundamental variable.
Concerning the corrections of the dynamical equations
for v and Ua, we report them in Appendix G. They are
obtained from the replacement of all constraints, and
then the replacement of the lowest order dynamical equa-
tion to remove the time derivatives appearing in the cor-
rective terms. Several comments are in order here.
• As for the lowest order string model, these equa-
tions could be recast in a covariant form, that is
using the canonical Cartesian basis, following the
method described in § VII B 9. This is especially
straightforward when using the property (7.27), so
we do not write it explicitly.
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• Odd powers of R correspond to surface tension ef-
fects (R−1 for the lowest order and R for the cor-
rections), whereas even powers of R correspond to
inertial and viscous effects (R0 for the lowest order
and R2 for the first corrections).
• We remark that the quadrupoles of shape Rab
which appear from surface tension effects do not
retroact on the dynamical equations for v and Ua.
• In practice, it proves easier to multiply the equa-
tions considered [e.g., boundary constraint (5.5) or
Navier-Stokes (5.11)] by h or h2, so as to avoid un-
necessary factors h−1 = 1/(1 + κ˜aya) or h−2 which
would need to be expanded in an infinite series in
κ˜ay
a. For instance, K given by (4.23) involves h−1,
but it is not the case for hK. All products of tensors
fully contracted with vectors ya are then handled
thanks to (A13). Hence, it is in principle possible
to find very general relations between multipoles,
as we did for instance with the incompressibility
condition (4.5).
Note that the dynamical evolution of φ˙ needs to be
obtained from Eq. (7.18c). Similarly, the dynamical evo-
lution of the quadrupole now needs to be determined in-
dependently. From the quadrupole of (4.25) and using
the constraint (7.37), we find the simple lowest order dy-
namical equation
(∂t + v∂s)Rab = −“V (1)ab +Rab∂sv
−2ε(acRb)c(φ˙− ω) , (7.42)
in which one should replace the constraint (F7).
Note that since the evolution ofRab is sourced by “V (1)ab ,
then from (F7) we see that it contains typical terms of
the type κ〈aκb〉∂sv. If we were to consider the dynam-
ics of higher multipoles such as RL, it would be sourced
by terms of the type κ〈a1 . . . κa`〉∂sv among other terms.
For comparison, from (7.20) we see that lnR is typically
sourced by ∂sv. Hence, the higher the shape multipole
is, the more spatial derivatives are involved in its dy-
namics. This justifies why when considering corrections
of order nR we need only to consider the multipoles RL
with ` ≤ n. It also justifies a posteriori why we are
working with the shape multipoles RL (more precisely
their dimensionally reduced variables RL) as defined in
(4.12) and not the “RL of (4.13), which are better suited
to describe relative shape perturbations.
D. Straight fibers with elliptic sections
It is now easy to consider the case of straight fibers but
with non-circular sections. We need only to consider the
special case κa = ωa = ω = Ua = U = 0. We recover im-
mediately the dynamical equations found in the axisym-
metric case with the first corrections included [(6.10),
(6.23c) and corrections (6.23a)]. However, we also ob-
tain the dynamical evolution of the shape quadrupole,
which evolves as an independent equation. Indeed, to
retroact on the dynamics of v we would need terms of
the type RabRab which would appear only when correc-
tions of order 4R are included.
Eq. (7.42) restricted to straight fibers takes formally
the same form, except that the constraint (F7) now needs
to be also considered in that restriction when replaced.
The last term of Eq. (7.42) is expected, as it just states
that axial rotation φ˙ will rotate the ellipticity, but the
sectional rotation of the orthonormal basis (ω) must also
be taken into account and subtracted. However it is only
really an effect of the choice of basis to measure com-
ponents. Indeed we can rewrite it in a manifestly co-
variant form following the method of § VII B 9. Defin-
ing Rµν ≡ Rabdaµdbν the shape quadrupole evolution is
given by
P⊥αµP⊥
β
ν [(∂t + v∂s)Rαβ ] = −“V (1)ab daµdbν (7.43)
+ Rµν∂sv − 2φ˙T βεβ(µαRν)α,
and we can check that the contribution from the or-
thonormal basis rotation ω has disappeared.
Let us now compute the evolution of the relative el-
lipticity, that is, the evolution of the dimensionless mo-
ments “Rab = R2Rab. By using the lowest order of the
fiber radius evolution (7.41), we finally find that the di-
mensionless quadrupole evolves according to
(∂t + v∂s)“Rab = − ν
R
“Rab − 2Hv“Rab (7.44)
−2ε(ac“Rb)c(φ˙− ω) .
In a stationary regime (∂t“Rab = 0) we see that there
is a competition between surface tension effects which
tend to decrease ellipticity and stretching (H ≤ 0) which
tends to increase the relative contribution of ellipticity.
Indeed if we assess the evolution of Q2 ≡ “Rab“Rab from
the previous equation, its second line which is a purely
rotational effect does not contribute since εa
c“Rcb“Rba =
0, and we get simply
(∂t + v∂s)Q = − ν
R
Q− 2HvQ . (7.45)
If it is true that stretching increases the ellipticity, the
surface tension effects encompassed in the first term on
the right hand side would eventually dominate and damp
ellipticity, as R is reduced by stretching.
E. Alternative method for rotating frames
In our formalism we have allowed for the possibility
to be working in a rotating frame. This was taken into
account in the Navier-Stokes equation, by adding the fic-
titious forces term (5.13). There is, however, a simpler
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method to recover all expressions in a rotating frame.
First we derive the results in a non-rotating frame, al-
lowing to cut by approximately half the number of terms
in the final results, and then we relate all variables in
the non-rotating frame with their counterparts in the ro-
tating frame. We denote by Gω
i
the components of the
rotation rate of the orthonormal basis [defined by (2.16)]
in the non-rotating frame, and by Rω
i
its counterpart in
the rotating frame. Similarly, we define GVi and RVi as
the velocity in the non-rotating frame and rotating frame
respectively, and adopt a similar notation for the FCL
velocity components U i. These quantities are related by
GVi = RVi + [Ω× x]i (7.46a)
GU
i
= RU
i
+ [Ω×R]i (7.46b)
Gω
i
= Rω
i
+ Ωi , (7.46c)
where we recall that the wedge products are performed
according to (2.14). In particular, when considering the
relative velocity with respect to the FCL [V µ defined
in (4.1)], we note that the previous relations imply that
the moments of its longitudinal and sectional part are
unchanged except for
Gφ˙
(0)
= Rφ˙
(0)
+ Ω , Gv
(0)
a =
Rv
(0)
a + Ω˜a . (7.47)
In order to replace all variables referring to the non-
rotating frame in terms of the variables referring to the
rotating frame, we also need to be able to relate the time
derivatives of the FCL velocity components. Specifically,
we need
∂t
GU
i
= ∂t
RU
i
(7.48a)
− [Rω × (Ω×R)]i + [Ω× RU ]i
∂tΩ
i = [Ω× Rω]i , (7.48b)
where we emphasize that in these expressions, we are
considering time derivatives of components. The rela-
tion (7.48a) is obtained from the definition (2.4) (which
reads as here ∂tR
µ = GU
µ
) and (7.46b), by using the
definition [Ω × R]i ≡ diµ(Ω × R)µ and the property
(2.16). The relation (7.48b) is obtained from the defi-
nition Ωi ≡ diµΩµ and the property (2.16). Finally, we
also need the derivatives
∂s
(
[Ω×R]i) = −Ω˜i − [κ× (Ω×R)]i . (7.49)
Using (7.46), (7.47), and (7.48), we were able to check
that starting from the expressions found in a non-rotating
frame (Ωa = Ω = 0), we recover the expressions valid in
a rotating frame, for all constraints and all dynamical
equations. It is thus a healthy consistency check for the
validity and correctness of the method.
F. Physical insights on constraints
In this section we give physical interpretations for the
various velocity components. For simplicity, we neglect
the effect of curvature, so as to emphasize the physical
effects more clearly.
1. Pressure constraint and the Trouton ratio
Let us first analyze how the constraint for v(1) (7.12)
arises at lowest order. If we have a longitudinal velocity
gradient (∂sv 6= 0), then we have a radial infall which
is constrained by incompressibility as we get u = −∂sv
from (4.6). As the radial infall is proportional to the ra-
dial distance V a ⊃ uya/2, there is a radial gradient in
this radial velocity. Thanks to viscous forces, this creates
a component τ
(µ)
ab ∝ µδabu. From the boundary condition
(where we ignore surface tension for simplicity), there is
necessarily a pressure appearing to compensate for this,
P ' µu. Hence on the fiber section, the longitudinal
force per unit area is F = τ33 = 2µ∂sv − µu = 3µ∂sv,
and we recover the standard Trouton enhancement ra-
tio (Trouton 1906) 3/2. Indeed, in the end we get a
factor 3 instead of the factor 2 that would have been
found if we had forgotten the pressure contribution. To
summarize, in order to satisfy the boundary constraint,
a pressure must appear when we have a gradient in the
longitudinal velocity, and it transforms a 2 into a 3 in
the longitudinal viscous forces because this pressure also
acts on the sections.
2. The Hagen-Poiseuille profile
If we now consider a gradient in the gradient of the
longitudinal velocity (∂2sv 6= 0), it will induce a gradient
of radial infall (∂su = −∂2sv). This gradient of radial in-
fall induces viscous forces per unit area applied on fiber
sections, of the form Fa = τ3a ' µ(∂su/2)ya. We must
realize that the component τ3a gives the sectional com-
ponents of the force per unit area applied onto the fiber
sections, but τ3an
a gives also the longitudinal forces ap-
plied on the boundary. A way to have a longitudinal
component of viscous forces on the fiber side, is to have
a HP profile, that is a parabolic profile. Indeed, a ve-
locity profile V = v(1)r2 creates τ3a ' µ2v(1)ya and if
v(1) = −∂su/4 = ∂2sv/4, then the boundary constraint is
satisfied. If the fiber radius is not constant along the fiber
(H 6= 0), this reasoning is slightly altered, thus explaining
the corresponding contribution in (7.12). To summarize,
when we have a gradient of stretching, then we have a
gradient of infall velocity which creates a component τ3a
on the fiber side, which in turn needs to be canceled by a
HP profile so as to satisfy the boundary conditions, and
eventually when everything is taken into account, there
is no sectional component for the forces per unit area on
sections (Fa ' 0).
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3. Dipolar longitudinal velocity
Let us consider a simple case in which there is no lon-
gitudinal velocity v = v
(0)
∅ , but we allow for a gradient in
the sectional components of the FCL velocity (∂sUa 6= 0).
This induces a force per unit area applied on sections of
the form Fa = τ3a ' µ∂sUa. Following the same rea-
soning as in the previous section, we realize that the flow
must adapt in a way which creates an additional contri-
bution for τ3a in order to satisfy the boundary constraint.
If we consider a dipolar modulation of the longitudinal
velocity V = v
(0)
a ya, then it creates a stress τ3a = µv
(0)
a .
If v
(0)
a = −∂sUa, then the boundary constraint is satis-
fied, and given that we have considered v = v
(0)
∅ = 0,
this is equivalent to the constraint (7.12b) once we use
(2.28). Physically, if neighbor sections slide along each
other (that is if they have a relative velocity which is
sectional), the viscous forces force them to rotate so that
they do not slide along each other. To conclude, we might
think that a gradient in the sectional velocity would cre-
ate a sectional force per unit area on sections, but in fact
the boundary condition would ensure that this is not the
case, just like in the previous section. Only when con-
sidering higher order constraints will there be a sectional
viscous force per unit area on sections, and this is why
the lowest order model is a string model where viscous
forces per area are necessarily longitudinal.
4. Dipolar pressure constraint
If we have a dipole modulation of the radial infall
(u
(0)
a 6= 0), then following the reasoning of § VII F 1, it
will induce a dipole in the pressure so as to satisfy bound-
ary constraints. Indeed the sectional velocity contains
V a = ya/2(u
(0)
b y
b) and, thus, τab ⊃ µδab(u(0)c yc). In or-
der to compensate for this component, we need a pressure
gradient P
(0)
a = µu
(0)
a , which once all other constraints
are used gives (7.17b). To be fully correct, we should also
mention that u
(0)
a also contributes as τab ⊃ µy(au(0)b) , but
there is also a parabolic sectional component Va = “V (1)a r2
which contributes as τab ⊃ 4µy(a“V (1)b) , and from the or-
thoradial constraint they must cancel. Again, the bot-
tom line is that at lowest order the system adapts so
that τ3a ' 0, but this property also implies that there
is no sectional component for the viscous forces per unit
area on sections.
G. Comparison with rod models
The methods based on rod models follow a slightly dif-
ferent logical route in order to obtain a one-dimensional
reduction. Indeed, in our method we solve for the con-
straints and then use them to obtain the volumic forces.
In rod models, we solve instead only some of the bound-
ary constraints, those needed to get the pressure mo-
ments, and then we use them to compute the forces per
unit area applied on fiber sections. These are then in-
tegrated to get total forces and total torques applied on
sections, allowing to establish a momentum balance equa-
tion and an angular momentum balance equation on a
slice of fluid contained between two infinitesimally close
sections. The information of the boundary constraints
which was not used explicitly is then used implicitly be-
cause we use that no force is applied on the sides of the
infinitesimal slice, so the balance equations involve only
the forces and torques on the fiber sections. If surface
tension effects are considered, then they are of course
added to the side of the infinitesimal slice. In this section
we collect the expressions for forces and torques that we
find with our formalism, so as to facilitate comparisons
with existing literature using rod models.
1. Viscous forces
The total force on sections is
F '
∫ r=R
r=0
Frdrdθ , (7.50)
where we recall the definition (5.4) for the forces per unit
area on sections. This relation is approximate because we
have neglected the effect of non-circular sections. If we
were to take into account correctly the effect of a non-
circular shape, then we would need to perform a change
of variables as in Appendix B. At lowest order the total
longitudinal force is given by
F ' piR2F (0)∅ = piR2
(
− ν
R
+ 3µ∂sv
)
. (7.51)
Note that in order to write a momentum balance equation
on an infinitesimal slice, we should also consider i) long
distance forces g in the bulk of the slice, and ii) the
effect of surface tension on the side of the slice [e.g., Eq.
(49) of Ribe et al. (2006)]. This can also be computed
by integrating all the volumic forces on the infinitesimal
slice, as the total lineic force is obtained from
dF
ds
tot
≡
∫ r=R
r=0
fhrdrdθ , (7.52)
where we recall that the total volumic forces are given
by (5.9). The factor h, which mathematically is
√
gij
with the metric (2.35), takes into account the fact that
if the fiber is curved, then for an infinitesimal slice there
is more fluid in the exterior of curvature and less in the
interior of curvature. At lowest order we get simply
dF
ds
tot
= piR2g + 2∂s(piνRT ) + ∂s(FT ) . (7.53)
The first term is the effect of gravity, the second is the
effect of surface tension on the side of the infinitesimal
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slice, and the last is the net effect of viscous forces on
sections. Using (7.51), the total lineic force is simply
dF
ds
tot
= piR2g + ∂s(piνRT ) + 3µ∂s(piR
2∂svT ) , (7.54)
in agreement with the r.h.s. of (7.22). If we had ignored
the effect due to the induced pressure on the sections
[given by the first term of (7.51)], we would have overes-
timated the total lineic force by a factor 2 as seen when
comparing (7.54) with (7.53). So we can state that if
for viscous forces the effect of the constrained pressured
is to enhance by a factor 3/2 the total forces, then for
surface tension the effect of the constrained pressure is a
reduction by a factor 2.
2. Viscous torques
Still neglecting the effect of non-circular sections, the
total torque applied on a fiber section is given by
Γ '
∫ r=R
r=0
(yada)×Fdθrdr (7.55)
or in components (that is, using Γ = Γada + ΓT )
Γa ' −
∫ r=R
r=0
y˜aFdθrdr (7.56)
Γ '
∫ r=R
r=0
y˜bFbdθrdr . (7.57)
In order to obtain the lowest order expressions for the
torque, we only need to keep contributions which are lin-
ear in ya in the components of F , and we find
Γa ' piR
4
4
εa
bF (0)b = −
piR4
4
‹F (0)a , Γ ' piR42 ◦F (0) .
(7.58)
Note that “V (0)ab does not contribute to the torque as it
corresponds to a shear flow inside the section.
The expression of torques takes a simple form when
expressed in terms of fluid vorticity. At lowest order,
the vorticity components obtained from (4.37) with the
lowest order constraints replaced are given by
$3 = φ˙+O(2R) (7.59a)
$a = ωa + κav +O(2R) . (7.59b)
The longitudinal component of the torque, is then found
from
◦F (0) ' µ
î
∂sφ˙− 12κa
Ä
ω˜a + v
(0)
a
äó
= µ
Ä
∂sφ˙+ κ˜aω
a
ä
= µ(∂s$)
3 (7.60)
where in the second equality we have used the lowest or-
der constraint (7.12b) and in the third we used the prop-
erty (2.24b). This component of the torque is induced
by twisting (longitudinal difference of vorticity) and its
physical origin is thus obvious.
The sectional torque is found from
−‹F (0)a ' − νRκa + 3µ î∂s(ωa + κav)− 32κa∂sv − φ˙κ˜aó
= − ν
R
κa + 3µ(∂s$)a − 9
2
µκa∂sv . (7.61)
The physical origin of the second term is simple. The
sectional component of vorticity corresponds to a rota-
tion around a sectional axis. If we consider two neigh-
bor sections which have different sectional vorticities, as
would happen if the fiber is bent, then the fluid located
inside will be squeezed on one side and stretched on the
other side, that is, there will appear a dipole of stretch-
ing. Then from the viscous forces induced, this creates
a sectional torque. With this naive view we would get
a factor 2 and not a factor 3, but as in § VII F 1, there
is also a dipolar pressure which is induced to satisfy the
boundary conditions, and it implies again the appearance
of the Trouton factor enhancement 3/2.
The last term of (7.61) is more subtle and it has
been ignored in Ribe (2004), Ribe et al. (2006). Indeed,
stretching implies the viscous force (7.51), twisting im-
plies the longitudinal torque (7.60), and bending induces
the second term of the sectional torque (7.61), and these
geometries have been considered separately in these ref-
erences even though they can have mixed effects. How-
ever, the coupling of stretching with curvature has been
ignored, and it happens to have an effect on the torque
which is contained in the last term in (7.61). We stress
that this effect arises at the same order, and is not an
order 2R correction.
In a simple case, the physical origin of this last term
can also be understood. Let us ignore surface tension
and consider a stationary regime with no axial rotation
(ωa = φ˙ = 0) and constant curvature (∂sκ
a = 0). The
expression of the sectional force (7.61) is simply
− ‹F (0)a ' −32µκa∂sv . (7.62)
As the fiber is stretched (∂sv > 0), there is a radial infall
since u = −∂sv. Since the fiber is curved, the particles in
the exterior of curvature (κ˜ay
a > 0) are compressed while
they move closer to the FCL, and conversely the particles
in the interior of curvature (κ˜ay
a < 0) are stretched while
they move toward the FCL. As a result of viscous forces,
this creates a contribution to the sectional torque. And,
as usual, we get a factor 3/2 enhancement, the Trouton
ratio, exactly like for the other contribution to the bend-
ing torque.
The first term of (7.61) comes from surface tension
effects. If the FCL is curved, then κ˜a points in the ex-
terior of curvature (or −κ˜a points toward the center of
curvature of the FCL). This means that extrinsic cur-
vature is increased in the exterior (for points such that
κ˜ay
a > 0) and decreased in the interior (for points such
that κ˜ay
a < 0). From Young-Laplace law, this induces a
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dipole in pressure, with more pressure in the outside than
in the inside as can be seen on the constraint (7.17b).
This dipolar pressure distribution creates in turn a sec-
tional torque.
However, if we perform an angular momentum balance
equation on an infinitesimal slice, one should also add i)
the torque of long distance forces g in the bulk of the
slice and ii) the contribution of surface tension on the
side of the slice which also creates a torque [e.g., Eq. (50)
of Ribe et al. (2006)]. Just as for the momentum bal-
ance equation, the angular momentum balance equation
is best computed by integrating the torques of volumic
forces on the infinitesimal slice, as the total lineic torque
is obtained from
dΓ
ds
tot
≡
∫ r=R
r=0
(yada)× f hdθrdr . (7.63)
We find that it can be expressed as
dΓ
ds
tot
= T × F + dγ
ds
, (7.64)
where the first term involves the sectional part of the
total viscous forces defined in (7.50), and the second term
is given at lowest order by
dγ
ds
' ∂sΓ + piR
4
4
(
κ˜× g + 4 ν
R
Hκ
)
. (7.65)
It appears clearly that the last term on the right-hand
side comes from surface tension effects on the side of the
infinitesimal slice, whereas the first term is the net ef-
fect of torques applied on the sections of the infinitesimal
slice. The middle term is the torque induced by gravity,
which comes from the fact that when the fiber is curved,
then the center of mass of an infinitesimal slice is not
exactly on the FCL, but is instead offset by R2κ˜/4. In
components (7.65) reads as simplyï
dγ
ds
òa
' ∂sΓa − κ˜aΓ + νpiR3Hκa (7.66a)ï
dγ
ds
ò3
' ∂sΓ + κ˜aΓa , (7.66b)
where the expressions of the torques applied on fiber sec-
tions are given by (7.58) with (7.60) and (7.61). For
completeness, we report the explicit result which isï
dγ
ds
òa
' piR
4
4
(
gκa +
νHκa
R
− 12µHκ˜aφ˙− 2µκbκbωa
+2µκaκ
bωb − 6µHκa∂sv − ν∂sκa
R
+ 12µHv∂sκa
+ 32µ∂sv∂sκa − 3µφ˙∂sκ˜a − 5µκ˜a∂sφ˙+ 12µH∂sωa
− 32µκa∂2sv + 3µv∂2sκa + 3µ∂2sωa
)
(7.67)ï
dγ
ds
ò3
' piR
4
4
(
−gaκa − 3µκaκaφ˙+ 8µHκ˜aωa
+3µvκ˜a∂sκa + 2µω
a∂sκ˜a + 8µH∂sφ˙
+5µκ˜a∂sωa + 2µ∂
2
s φ˙
)
. (7.68)
3. Sectional forces and dipolar HP profile
The component of the longitudinal velocity v
(1)
b r
2yb
can be considered as a dipolar HP profile, as it is a
parabolic profile with a dipolar modulation. This ve-
locity component induces a force per area on sections
Fa = τ3a ' µ2ya(v(1)b yb) + µv(1)a r2 and it remains unde-
termined by the boundary constraints. When averaged
over directions it contributes to the forces per unit area
as Fa ' 2µv(1)a r2, and after integration over the whole
section, it contributes to the sectional part of the total
viscous force. Indeed, the sectional components of the
total viscous force applied on sections [defined in (7.50)]
are
Fa ' piR4
(
−2µv(1)a + 3µHκaφ˙+ 14µκbκ˜aωb (7.69)
− 154 µHκ˜a∂sv + 14µφ˙∂sκa + 3µHv∂sκ˜a
+ 18µ∂sv∂sκ˜a +
1
2µκa∂sφ˙+ 3µH∂sω˜a
− 38µκ˜a∂2sv + 14µv∂2s κ˜a − 14µκbκbω˜a + 14µ∂2s ω˜a
)
.
As the rotation of sections is constrained by (7.12b),
then an angular momentum balance equation would in
fact determine the value of v
(1)
a because part of the torque
balance equation (7.64) comes from T×F . In our method
it is determined from D(0)a (see Table. V), that is, from
the dipole of the longitudinal part of the Navier-Stokes
equation. Indeed it determines the rate of change of the
local dipolar longitudinal velocity v
(0)
a which is related to
the vorticity and the local rotation rate of the fluid on the
FCL [see the discussion which follows (7.12)], and it thus
contains the same information as the angular momentum
balance equation used in rod models. The expression
obtained for v
(1)
a is reported in Appendix F, and once
replaced in Eq. (7.69), the sectional components of the
total viscous force applied on sections read as
Fa ' piR4
(
− ν2R∂sκ˜a + 3µHκaφ˙+ 34µκbκ˜aωb (7.70)
− 92µHκ˜a∂sv + 34µφ˙∂sκa + 3µHv∂sκ˜a
− 38µ∂sv∂sκ˜a + 54µκa∂sφ˙+ 3µH∂sω˜a − 12vφ˙κa
− 218 µκ˜a∂2sv + 34µv∂2s κ˜a − 34µκbκbω˜a + 34µ∂2s ω˜a
− 12 φ˙ωa − 14µκ˜bωbκa + 34 κ˜av∂sv + 34 ω˜a∂sv
)
.
4. Rod models and their validity
As explained in the previous sections, the constitutive
relations of rod models are based on the determination of
forces per unit area on fiber sections, and boundary con-
straints are only used explicitly to determine the pressure
profile. The boundary constraints are then used implic-
itly in balance equations.
At lowest order, only the momentum balance equation
is used, and we find (7.23) which is also exactly what is
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found in the viscous string model. This equation deter-
mines the motion of the FCL, and thus the rotation rate
ωa can be inferred from it. Given that the fiber vorticity
is constrained to match the rotation rate of the fluid lo-
cated on the FCL (see § VII B 4), the angular momentum
balance equation is in fact used to determine the sectional
components of the viscous forces per unit area Fa, as ex-
plained in the previous section, and it corresponds to the
addition of an order 2R correction.
To summarize, the rod model amounts to using
Eq. (7.23), formally exactly like the viscous string model,
but it differs from it in the expression of the force used
on the right hand side which has sectional components.
Hence the rod model corresponds to
DtVCen ' g + 1
piR2
∂sF , (7.71)
with the force given by
F ≡ (piR23∂sv + νpiR)T + F ada , (7.72)
and where we recall the definition of the convective
derivative Dt ≡ ∂t + v∂s. The components of the left-
hand side of Eq. (7.71) are obtained from Eqs. (7.21)
exactly like for the string model. The components of
the first term on the right-hand side are obtained from
Eqs. (7.22) as in the string model. However, the rod
model differs from the string model thanks to the sec-
tional components of the total viscous force which are
reported in Eq. (7.70). Note that from the relations of
§ II D we must use
∂s(F
ada) = ∂sF
ada + T κ˜aF
a (7.73)
so as to evaluate the last term in Eq. (7.71). Furthermore,
the dynamics of φ˙ is given by the lowest order dynamical
equation (7.18c) as in our model, and it is required since φ˙
appears in Eq. (7.70). In the rod model of Ref. Ribe et al.
(2006), this is equivalently found from the longitudinal
part of the momentum balance equation, even though it
does not appear so explicitly as the physical case studied
is stationary.
Finally, we already mentioned that for straight fibers
the model is improved by considering the full expression
of the boundary curvature Eggers and Dupont (1994)
given by Eq. (6.11) instead of the lowest order 1/R. We
can use a similar ansatz for curved fibers by noting that
in Eq. (7.72), the term νpiR is in fact νpiK∅R2 at lowest
order in R. Hence from Eq. (7.34a) an improved rod
model is obtained by the replacement
νpiR→ νpiR[1−R2( 32H2 + 12κaκa + ∂sH)] (7.74)
in Eq. (7.72). This improved rod model is necessary to
compute in Ref. Pitrou (2018) the Rayleigh-Plateau in-
stability of a viscous fibers.
The validity of rod models is limited by the fact that
we are considering one correction while discarding other
sources of corrections, whereas in our approach we sys-
tematically consider all corrections of order 2R. Among
the effects ignored there are the following:
• the difference between the velocity of the central
line and the velocity of the fluid on the central line
(see § IV I);
• the HP profile induced by the constraint (7.12a)
which mixes the fluid particles belonging to neigh-
boring sections;
• the shape moments which are sourced and invali-
date the assumption that the sections remain cir-
cular.
Furthermore, even though it is computationally in-
volved, our approach allows to find the corrections up to
any order when rod models would fail because of the im-
possibility to deal with the mixing sections. In principle,
we have a clear recursive algorithm made of constraints
replacements in fundamental dynamical equations.
However, there are cases in which rod models capture
the essential corrections. First, shape moments appear
in all intermediary expressions but do not appear in the
final dynamical equations (G3) and (G4), hence, if we are
not interested in the fiber sections shape but only on the
central line, they can be ignored. Furthermore, if we are
considering the steady motion in a rotating frame, and if
the Rosby number is very small, that is, for high rotation
rates, then it does not matter if we have ignored most of
the corrective effects. Indeed, the boundary constraints
do not involve the frame rotation, and frame rotation
enters essentially only in the determination of v
(1)
a from
D(0)a , or equivalently in the determination of the total
sectional forces since it is related through (7.69). In this
regime, the fast rotation induces a sectional force and
its expression should be captured correctly by an angu-
lar momentum balance equation thanks to (7.64), pro-
vided the last term in (7.61) is correctly included. In the
end, rod models take only some corrective terms, but if
the system is considered in a fast-rotating frame, these
retained corrective terms should also be the most im-
portant ones, and rod models should lead to a reliable
extension of the viscous string model.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed all the theoretical tools which are
required to obtain a general one-dimensional description
of curved fibers. A concrete application for toroidal vis-
cous fibers is presented separately in Pitrou (2018). From
a theoretical point of view, our 2 + 1 splitting, our use
of fiber adapted coordinates, and more importantly our
parametrization of the velocity field in terms of STF ten-
sors allow for a clear discussion about constraints and
dynamical equations. It avoids the cluttered component
by component expressions which are usual in such con-
text (Dewynne et al. 1992), and it bears a more trans-
parent geometrical meaning since all quantities are an-
alyzed in terms of their monopole, dipole, quadrupole,
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and higher order multipoles. We find that it is the nat-
ural language which allows to overcome the complexity
of equations for curved viscous fibers. Indeed, the use of
an adapted formalism is the key to understand in depth
apparently complex problems. From a practical or com-
putational point of view, this STF based approach is
very powerful as it is possible to handle tensors with
appropriate abstract tensor packages, and to this end
we used xAct (Mart´ın-Garc´ıa 2004). The corresponding
notebooks are available upon request from the author.
The main results of this article are the following:
• We have recovered the standard results of axisym-
metric fibers at lowest order in (6.3) and (6.10),
including also axial rotation.
• The first corrections for this model are collected in
(6.23).
• We extended these results to include a second set of
corrections and these can be found in Appendix E.
• The main purpose of this article was to develop a
formalism for curved fibers and we first rederived
the viscous string model whose central equations
are (7.18), (7.25) and (7.20). Its covariant formu-
lation is summarized in (7.28) and (7.29).
• We found the first corrections for curved fibers in
full generality in (G3), (G4), and (7.41), and these
are relevant when R is not so small since they are
of order 2R.
• Elliptic shape perturbations are sourced at that or-
der and their dynamics is governed at that order
by (7.42) with (F7) replaced.
• In particular, when restricting to straight fibers,
the dynamical equation for the evolution of elliptic
shape perturbations takes the simple form (7.44).
• Finally, when comparing with rod models methods,
we have exhibited a missing term in the expression
(7.61) for the torque applied on fiber sections.
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Appendix A: STF formalism
1. Extraction of STF tensors
Integrals on directions are simply∫
dθ
2pi
na1 . . . na2n =
(2n− 1)!!
(2n)!!
δ(a1a2 . . . δa2n−1a2n)∫
dθ
2pi
na1 . . . na2n+1 = 0 . (A1)
Here, δ(a1a2 . . . δa2n−1a2n) means that the indices need to
be fully symmetrized among the (2n − 1)!! possible per-
mutations. The lowest non-vanishing integrals are
∫
dθ
2pi
nanb =
1
2
δab (A2)∫
dθ
2pi
nanbncnd =
1
8
(
δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc
)
. (A3)
We recall that in general for STF tensors, we can use
the multi-index notation K ≡ a1 . . . ak or L ≡ b1 . . . b`.
However, in order to avoid confusion on multi-indices in
this section and the next one, we use the weaker multi-
index notation aK ≡ a1 . . . ak or bL ≡ b1 . . . b`. Let us
define
IaLbL ≡ δa1〈b1 . . . δ
a`
b`〉 , J
aL
bL
≡ a1 〈b1δa2b2 . . . δa`b`〉 , (A4)
where we recall that when indices are enclosed in 〈. . . 〉 we
must take the symmetric trace-free part. Clearly, these
quantities are just related by
a1c I
caL−1
bL
= JaLbL , 
a1
c J
caL−1
bL
= −IaLbL . (A5)
They have the interesting properties
I
caL−1
cbL−1 = I
aL−1
bL−1 I
a
a = 2 I
a
b a
b = 0 (A6a)
J
caL−1
cbL−1 = J
aL−1
bL−1 J
a
a = 0 J
a
b a
b = 2 , (A6b)
IaLbL I
bL
aL = 2 , J
aL
bL
JbLaL = 2 , I
aL
bL
JbLaL = 0 . (A7)
The tensors (A4) are used when computing the following
integrals on direction vectors
2`
∫
dθ
2pi
naLn〈bK〉 = δ
`
k I
aL
bL
(A8a)
2`
∫
dθ
2pi
acn
cnaL−1n〈bK〉 = δ
`
k J
aL
bL
. (A8b)
It is then immediate to show that for a scalar function
expanded in STF tensors as
S =
∑
`
SLn
〈L〉 (A9)
then the STF moments can be extracted through
SL = 2
−`
∫
dθ
2pi
n〈L〉S . (A10)
This type of integral is very well suited for a tensor com-
puter algebra system such as xAct (Mart´ın-Garc´ıa 2004)
since we need only to implement the rules (A1).
2. Products of STF tensor
As explained in § III B, STF tensors in two-dimensions
are irreducible representations of SO(2). If the tensor
has ` indices, then it is in the representation D`. When
we have a product of two STF tensors of rank ` and `′,
it means we have the tensor product of the representa-
tions D` ⊗ D`′ . This is not irreducible, but it can be
decomposed in irreducible representations. Given that
the dimension of D` is 2 (except for D0 for which the
dimension is 1), then this tensor product is of dimension
2 × 2 = 4. When decomposed in irreducible representa-
tions it is either of the form D|`−`′| ⊕D`+`′ if ` 6= `′, or
D`+`′⊕D0⊕D0 if ` = `′. When counting the dimensions,
it is the statement that 2× 2 = 2 + 2 in the former case,
and 2× 2 = 2 + 1 + 1 in the latter case.
In order to see in practice how this decomposition is
performed, let us consider two STF tensors AK and BL.
If we assume first that k < `, then
AaKBbL = A〈aKBbL〉 +A
cKBcK〈bL−K I
aK
bK〉 . (A11)
Under this form, we have indeed decomposed the prod-
uct into two irreducible parts D|k−`| and D|k+`| (that is
2 × 2 = 2 + 2), which are respectively the STF tensors
AcKBcK〈bL−K〉 and A〈aKBbL〉.
However, if the tensors are of equal rank (k = `), this
gets slightly different since
AaLBbL = A〈aLBbL〉 +
1
2
AcLBcLI
aL
bL
+
1
2
cdAccL−1B
dcL−1JaLbL . (A12)
In that case we have decomposed the product as a sum of
two scalar functions (both corresponding to the represen-
tation D0) and an element of D2` (that is 2×2 = 2+1+1)
which are respectively AcLBcL , 
c
dAccL−1B
dcL−1 and the
STF tensor A〈aLBbL〉.
In both cases we get (with k ≤ `)
AKBLy
KyL = A〈KBL〉yKyL +
r2k
2k
AKBKcL−Ky
cL−K .
(A13)
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If we consider the expansion (3.2), we can first remove
the traces in the L indices to recast the expansion as
Va(y
i, t) =
∞∑
`=0
∞∑
n=0
V
(n)
a〈L〉(s, t)y
Lr2n . (A14)
Each V
(n)
a〈L〉 can be handled exactly as a product of tensors
Aa and BL. If ` > 1 we can use the decomposition (A11),
but if ` = 1 we must use (A12). Combining all the terms
in the sum (3.2) we finally conclude that the decomposi-
tion of a 2-vector field in terms of irreps is necessarily of
the form (3.10).
Appendix B: Alternate shape representation
We can consider the following STF moments
ML ≡ 2`
∫
y〈L〉ρ¯(yb)d2yb , (B1)
which are integrals on the fiber section which should cap-
ture its shape. ρ¯ is a step function which is unity if there
is a fluid particle and vanishes otherwise. These moments
are built just like the material moments of constant den-
sity extended objects, or like the electric moments of uni-
formly charged extended objects (Jackson 1998). These
moments can be related to the moments of radial dimen-
sions RL defined in (4.12), but the relation is non linear.
To see this, let us change variables and define rescaled
coordinates
za ≡ y
a
1 + “RLnL ya = za(1 + “RLnL) . (B2)
The Jacobian of the transformation is
d2yb = Jd2zb , J =
Ä
1 + “RLnLä2 (B3)
and the integrals (B1) are recast as
ML = 2` 2piR
`+2
`+ 2
∫ Ä
1 + “RMnMä`+2 n〈L〉 dθ
2pi
. (B4)
For the monopole we obtain
M∅ = piR2(1 +
∞∑
`=1
2−`“RL“RL) ' piR2 , (B5)
which is just the area of the section. If ` > 0 then the
other geometric multipoles are simply approximated by
(keeping only linear terms)
ML ' 2piR`+2“RL = 2piR2(`+1)RL , (B6)
where (A8) was used to compute the integral (B4).
The kinematic equation, giving the evolution in time of
these moments is found from the conservation equation
of the density function ρ¯
∂tρ¯+ ViR∂iρ¯ = ∂tρ¯+ V3R∂sρ¯+ VaR∂aρ¯ = 0 . (B7)
Indeed integrating over directions as in (B1), and after
integrations by parts, we get simply
∂tML = −
∫
y〈L〉(V3R∂sρ¯− ρ¯∂aVaR) d2y
+`
∫
y〈aL−1Va`〉R ρ¯d2y . (B8)
VaR needs to be expressed in terms of its multipoles. To
this end, we first express it in terms of V a from the re-
lation (4.10b), and then use the expansion (3.10) for V a.
As for V3R, we should first use that V3R = V3R/h, expand
1/h = 1/(1 + κ˜ay
a) which brings increasing powers of
κ˜ay
a, and then we should relate it to V from (4.10b) so
as to use the expansion (3.9) for V . The angular inte-
grals can then be performed with (A8). The resulting
dynamical equations for these shape multipoles ML are
rather complicated because of the high powers in the cur-
vature vector κa, but they are linear in both the velocity
multipoles and the shape multipoles ML. Instead, the
dynamical equation (4.25) was still linear in velocity mul-
tipoles, but extremely non-linear in the shape multipoles
RL. Hence, it is not surprising that the relation between
the two types of multipoles (B4) is very non-linear. Since
the normal vector and thus the extrinsic curvature are
more easily expressed with the multipoles RL as seen
on (4.21), we chose to work with these multipoles so as
to be able to include surface tension effects.
Appendix C: Velocity of the coincident point
Let us define the space-time Cartesian coordinates
X µˆ = (t, xµ) with µˆ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the space-time fiber
adapted coordinates Y ıˆ = (t, yıˆ) with ıˆ = 0, 1, 2, 3. Then
each coordinate system is a function of the other one,
that is we have the functions X µˆ(Y ıˆ) and Y ıˆ(X µˆ) which
are related by
∂X µˆ
∂Y ıˆ
∂Y ıˆ
∂X νˆ
= δµˆνˆ ,
∂Y ıˆ
∂X µˆ
∂X µˆ
∂Y ˆ
= δıˆˆ . (C1)
In particular, using the first relation for µˆ = µ and νˆ = 0,
and the second relation with ıˆ = i and ˆ = 0 we get
0 =
∂xµ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
y
+
∂xµ
∂y
∂yi
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x
=
∂xµ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
y
+ di
µ ∂y
i
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x
(C2a)
0 =
∂yi
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x
+
∂yi
∂xµ
∂xµ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
y
=
∂yi
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x
+ diµ
∂xµ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
y
(C2b)
and we recover (4.7).
Appendix D: Cartan structure relation
In this appendix, we build on the four dimensional per-
spective of the previous section. Let us define the space-
time tetrad
dıˆ = (d0, di). (D1)
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It is made from the spatial orthonormal basis on which
we have added a time directed vector
dµˆ0 = δ
µˆ
0 , ⇒ ∂sd0 = ∂td0 = 0 . (D2)
Let us define the infinitesimal rotation matrices
[Ji]jk ≡ ηijk ⇒ [Ji, Jj ] = −ηijkJk (D3)
where ηijk is the permutation symbol with η123 = 1 and
where the sum on the index k is implied. We can define
an operator valued (rotation valued) one-form in the four
dimensional classical space-time by
Ω ≡ κiJi ds+ ωiJi dt . (D4)
The components of this form in the Cartesian canonical
basis are
Ω = Ωµˆdx
µˆ Ωµˆ ≡ κiJiδ3µˆ + ωiJiδ0µˆ . (D5)
This form is clearly the connection form of the Cartan
formalism since (still with the sum on k implied)
∂sdj = [Ω3]jkdk ⇔ ∂sdj = κi[Ji]jkdk ⇔ ∂sdj = κ× dj
∂tdj = [Ω0]jkdk ⇔ ∂tdj = ωi[Ji]jkdk ⇔ ∂tdj = ω × dj
which in a four dimensional perspective reads exactly as
the first Cartan structure equation
∂µˆdˆ = [Ωµˆ]ˆkˆdkˆ . (D6)
Then, since the classical space-time is flat, the second
Cartan structure equation reads as (Nakahara 2003)
dΩ + Ω ∧Ω = 0 . (D7)
Expressed explicitly in a basis of two-forms dyıˆ ∧ dyˆ =
dyıˆ ⊗ dyˆ − dyˆ ⊗ dyıˆ, the terms of this equation read as
dΩ = 12
[
∂tκ
i − ∂sωi
]
Ji dt ∧ ds
Ω ∧Ω = 12ωiκj [Ji, Jj ]dt ∧ ds = 12 [κ× ω]iJi dt ∧ ds
and therefore we recover the structure relation (2.18).
Appendix E: Second set of corrections for axisymmetric viscous fibers
As discussed in § VI A, the dynamical equation (6.10b) is part of the first set of corrections, implying that (6.23b) is
in fact part of the second set of corrections, so we only report the second corrections for ∂tv and ∂t lnR. The second
corrections to the dynamical equation for v are
∂tv ⊃R4
[
− 12H3φ˙
2 − 14Hφ˙
2
∂sH+ 48H5∂sv + 5434 H3∂sH∂sv + 4538 H(∂sH)2∂sv
+ 1178 H3(∂sv)2 + 14716 H∂sH(∂sv)2 + 12H(∂sv)3 − 114 H2φ˙∂sφ˙− 16 φ˙∂sH∂sφ˙
− 76H(∂sφ˙)2 + 3158 H2∂sv∂2sH+ 12∂sH∂sv∂2sH+ 516 (∂sv)2∂2sH+ 3214 H4∂2sv
+ 124 φ˙
2
∂2sv +
951
8 H2∂sH∂2sv + 332 (∂sH)2∂2sv + 32716 H2∂sv∂2sv + 4516∂sH∂sv∂2sv
+ 1732 (∂sv)
2∂2sv +
339
16 H∂2sH∂2sv + 6716H(∂2sv)2 − 76Hφ˙∂2s φ˙− 1948∂sφ˙∂2s φ˙
+ 9316H∂sv∂3sH+ 158 ∂2sv∂3sH+ 1354 H3∂3sv + 2078 H∂sH∂3sv + 72H∂sv∂3sv
+ 4716∂
2
sH∂3sv + 3364∂2sv∂3sv − 548 φ˙∂3s φ˙+ 1532∂sv∂4sH+ 6316H2∂4sv
+ 158 ∂sH∂4sv − 364∂sv∂4sv + 148∂6sv
+ ν
(
41
8 H3∂2sK + 5316H∂sH∂2sK + 38H∂sv∂2sK + 14∂2sH∂2sK + 18∂2sv∂2sK
+ 6516H2∂3sK − 116Hv∂3sK + 34∂sH∂3sK + 1196∂sv∂3sK − 116H∂t∂2sK
+ 2932H∂4sK − 148v∂4sK − 148∂t∂3sK + 364∂5sK
)]
. (E1)
As for the radius evolution, it should be corrected at that order by
∂t lnR ⊃R4
[
− 94H4∂sv − 6316H2∂sH∂sv − 1532 (∂sH)2∂sv − 38H2(∂sv)2 − 116∂sH(∂sv)2
+ 18Hφ˙∂sφ˙+ 148 (∂sφ˙)2 − 34H∂sv∂2sH− 5116H3∂2sv − 6332H∂sH∂2sv
− 1332H∂sv∂2sv − 964∂2sH∂2sv − 364 (∂2sv)2 + 148 φ˙∂2s φ˙− 364∂sv∂3sH
− 2732H2∂3sv − 532∂sH∂3sv − 364∂sv∂3sv − 164H∂4sv + 1128∂5sv
38
− ν
(
3
16H2∂2sK + 132∂sH∂2sK + 332H∂3sK + 196∂4sK
)]
. (E2)
Appendix F: Higher order constraints for curved fibers
From the boundary constraint (5.5) we get the additional contributions“V (1)a ⊃R2(− 125 “V (2)a − 3Hv(1)a − 2180εac“V (1)bc κb + 72H2κaφ˙+ 3128κaκbκbφ˙
+ 6340Hκbκ˜aωb − 6340Hκbκbω˜a + 58κaφ˙∂sH− 194 H2κ˜a∂sv − 3256κbκbκ˜a∂sv
− 3132 κ˜a∂sH∂sv − 35∂sv(1)a +Hφ˙∂sκa + 72H2v∂sκ˜a + 3128vκbκb∂sκ˜a
+ 58v∂sH∂sκ˜a + 18H∂sv∂sκ˜a + 10340 Hκa∂sφ˙+ 72H2∂sω˜a + 3128κbκb∂sω˜a
+ 58∂sH∂sω˜a − 116∂sκ˜a∂2sv +Hv∂2s κ˜a +H∂2s ω˜a − 5332Hκ˜a∂2sv − 764 κ˜a∂3sv
)
(F1)
P
(0)
∅ ⊃− νR
(
3
2H2 + 12κaκa + ∂sH
)
+R2
(
−P (1)∅ − 3H2∂sv − 14κaκa∂sv − 94∂sH∂sv + 12vκa∂sκa + 12κa∂sωa
− 94H∂2sv − 38∂3sv
)
(F2)
P (0)a ⊃νR
(
− 32εacRbcκb + 72H2κ˜a + 34κbκbκ˜a + 2κ˜a∂sH+H∂sκ˜a
)
(F3)
+R2
(
−P (1)a − 85“V (2)a + 4Hv(1)a + 920εac“V (1)bc κb − 5H2κaφ˙− 1532κaκbκbφ˙
+ 1310Hκbκ˜aωb − 1310Hκbκbω˜a − 52κaφ˙∂sH+ 172 H2κ˜a∂sv + 3164κbκbκ˜a∂sv
+ 438 κ˜a∂sH∂sv + 85∂sv(1)a − 2Hφ˙∂sκa − 12vκbκ˜a∂sκb − 5H2v∂sκ˜a
− 1532vκbκb∂sκ˜a − 52v∂sH∂sκ˜a + 12H∂sv∂sκ˜a − 710Hκa∂sφ˙− 12κbκ˜a∂sωb
− 5H2∂sω˜a − 1532κbκb∂sω˜a − 52∂sH∂sω˜a + 418 Hκ˜a∂2sv + 14∂sκ˜a∂2sv
− 2Hv∂2s κ˜a − 2H∂2s ω˜a + 1116 κ˜a∂3sv
)
.
From the higher order of the Navier-Stokes equation that we consider as constraints, we get
v(2) =
ν
R
(− 116H3 − 564Hκaκa − 764κa∂sκa + 132∂2sH)
− 316H(∂sv)2 − 164gκaκa + 332H(v)2κaκa + 316HvκaΩa + 332HΩaΩa
+ 132U
aκbκ˜aΩb +
1
64κaκ
aI + 332κ
aφ˙Ω˜a − 164κaΩΩ˜a + 132UaκaκbΩ˜b
+ 316Hvκaωa − 132 κ˜aφ˙ωa + 332 κ˜aΩωa + 316HΩaωa + 332Hωaωa + 164 κ˜aωaω¯
+ 164U
aκbκ
bω˜a − 964Hκaκa∂sv + 764vκaκa∂sv + 764κaΩa∂sv + 764κaωa∂sv
+ 916H∂sH∂sv + 564 (v)2κa∂sκa + 332 κ˜aφ˙∂sκa + 332vΩa∂sκa + 332vωa∂sκa
− 364κa∂sv∂sκa + 364v∂sκa∂sκa + 116 φ˙∂sφ˙+ 116Ω∂sφ˙+ 116vκa∂sωa
+ 332Ω
a∂sωa +
3
32ω
a∂sωa +
3
64∂sκ
a∂sωa +
1
64κaκ
a∂tU¯ − 164κa∂tωa
+ 916H2∂2sv − 33128κaκa∂2sv − 964∂sv∂2sv + 964vκa∂2sκa + 964κa∂2sωa + 932H∂3sv
+ 364∂
4
sv (F4)
v(1)a =
ν
4R
∂sκ˜a +
1
4vκaφ˙+
1
4vκaΩ +
1
4 φ˙Ωa +
1
4ΩΩa +
1
4 φ˙ωa +
1
4Ωωa − 14κbκ˜aωb
+ 18κaκ˜
bωb +
1
4κbκ
bω˜a +
3
8Hκ˜a∂sv − 38vκ˜a∂sv − 38 Ω˜a∂sv − 38 ω˜a∂sv − 14 φ˙∂sκa
+ 14∂sv∂sκ˜a − 38κa∂sφ˙+ 98 κ˜a∂2sv − 14v∂2s κ˜a − 14∂2s ω˜a (F5)“V (2)a = νR (− 532εacRbcκb + 5128H2κ˜a + 5128κbκbκ˜a − 5128 κ˜a∂sH− 164H∂sκ˜a + 164∂2s κ˜a)
− 132εac“V (1)bc κb − 5192Ω2κ˜a − 564 (φ˙)2κ˜a − 1256 (∂sv)2κ˜a − 5192 (v)2κbκbκ˜a
39
+ 25256κaκbκ
bφ˙− 116 κ˜aφ˙Ω + 124 κ˜aΩ
2 − 332vκbκ˜aΩb − 124 κ˜aΩbΩb + 124vκbκbΩ˜a
+ 124κ
bΩbΩ˜a +
3
16Hκbκ˜aωb − 548vκbκ˜aωb − 748 κ˜aΩbωb + 124κbΩ˜aωb
− 564 κ˜aωbωb − 316Hκbκbω˜a + 596vκbκbω˜a + 596κbΩbω˜a + 596κbωbω˜a
− 532Hvκ˜a∂sv + 2351536κbκbκ˜a∂sv − 116κaφ˙∂sv + 564κaΩ∂sv − 532HΩ˜a∂sv
− 532Hω˜a∂sv + 964 κ˜a∂sH∂sv + 332vφ˙∂sκa + 332vΩ∂sκa − 35384vκbκ˜a∂sκb
− 796 κ˜aωb∂sκb + 1996κbω˜a∂sκb + 25256vκbκb∂sκ˜a − 18κbωb∂sκ˜a + 732H∂sv∂sκ˜a
− 964v∂sv∂sκ˜a + 316Hκa∂sφ˙− 196vκa∂sφ˙− 196Ωa∂sφ˙− 196ωa∂sφ˙− 548∂sκa∂sφ˙
+ 332 φ˙∂sωa +
3
32Ω∂sωa − 83384κbκ˜a∂sωb + 57256κbκb∂sω˜a − 964∂sv∂sω˜a
+ 964Hκ˜a∂2sv − 116vκ˜a∂2sv − 116 Ω˜a∂2sv − 116 ω˜a∂2sv + 1364∂sκ˜a∂2sv − 164 φ˙∂2sκa
+ 5128∂sv∂
2
s κ˜a − 964κa∂2s φ˙+ 9128 κ˜a∂3sv − 164v∂3s κ˜a − 164∂3s ω˜a (F6)“V (1)ab = νR (Rab + 13κ〈aκb〉)+ κ〈aκb〉 [ 16 (v)2 + 58∂sv]+ 14κ〈aκ˜b〉φ˙− 14vκ〈a∂sκb〉
− 14κ〈a∂sωb〉 + 16
(
ω〈a + Ω〈a
) (
ωb〉 + Ωb〉
)
+
1
3
vκ〈a
(
ωb〉 + Ωb〉
)
. (F7)
From the incompressibility constraint (5.15) we also obtain
P
(1)
∅ =
ν
4R
(−H2 − κaκa + ∂sH) (F8)
+ 12Ω
2 + 12 (φ˙)
2 − 38 (∂sv)2 + 12 (v)2κaκa + φ˙Ω + vκaΩa + vκaωa + Ωaωa + 12ωaωa
− 18κaκa∂sv + 14vκa∂sκa + 14κa∂sωa + 14∂3sv
P (1)a =
ν
R
(− 34εacRbcκb + 316H2κ˜a + 316κbκbκ˜a − 316 κ˜a∂sH+ 18H∂sκ˜a − 18∂2s κ˜a) (F9)
− 18Ω2κ˜a − 38 (φ˙)2κ˜a + 932 (∂sv)2κ˜a − 18 (v)2κbκbκ˜a − 316κaκbκbφ˙− 12 κ˜aφ˙Ω
− 14vκbκ˜aΩb − 12vκbκ˜aωb − 12 κ˜aΩcωc − 38 κ˜aωcωc + 14vκbκbω˜a + 14κbΩbω˜a
+ 14κ
bωbω˜a +
3
4Hvκ˜a∂sv + 18κbκbκ˜a∂sv − 12κaφ˙∂sv − 18κaΩ∂sv + 34HΩ˜a∂sv
+ 34Hω˜a∂sv + 14vφ˙∂sκa + 14vΩ∂sκa − 116vκbκ˜a∂sκb − 316vκbκb∂sκ˜a − 38v∂sv∂sκ˜a
− 14vκa∂sφ˙− 14Ωa∂sφ˙− 14ωa∂sφ˙+ 14∂sκa∂sφ˙+ 14 φ˙∂sωa + 14Ω∂sωa
− 116κbκ˜a∂sωb − 316κbκb∂sω˜a − 38∂sv∂sω˜a + 14vκ˜a∂2sv + 14 Ω˜a∂2sv + 14 ω˜a∂2sv
− 18∂sκ˜a∂2sv + 18 φ˙∂2sκa + 316∂sv∂2s κ˜a + 18κa∂2s φ˙− 38 κ˜a∂3sv + 18v∂3s κ˜a + 18∂3s ω˜a .
Appendix G: Higher order corrections for curved fibers
Once the boundary constraints of § VII C 6 and Appendix F are replaced, the dynamical evolution for the longitu-
dinal velocity and the FCL velocity are given by
∂tv =g +
νH
R
− I − 2UaΩ˜a − Uaω˜a + 6H∂sv − v∂sv − ∂tU¯ + 3∂2sv + νR( 54H3
+ 14Hκaκa + 154 H∂sH+ 12κa∂sκa + 54∂2sH) +R2
(
Ω2H− 8v(2)∅ +Hv2κaκa
− 5v(1)aκ˜a +Hφ˙2 + 2Hφ˙Ω + 2HvκaΩa + 12κaφ˙Ω˜a + 2Hvκaωa + 12 κ˜aφ˙ωa
+ κ˜aΩωa + 2HΩaωa +Hωaωa + 12H3∂sv − 94Hκaκa∂sv + 54vκaκa∂sv
+ 54κ
aΩa∂sv +
5
4κ
aωa∂sv + 21H∂sH∂sv − 34H(∂sv)2 + 32Hvκa∂sκa
+ 12v
2κa∂sκa +
1
4 κ˜
aφ˙∂sκa +
1
2vΩ
a∂sκa +
1
2vω
a∂sκa +
1
8κ
a∂sv∂sκa + φ˙∂sφ˙
+ Ω∂sφ˙+
3
2Hκa∂sωa + 12vκa∂sωa + 12Ωa∂sωa + 12ωa∂sωa + 3∂sv∂2sH
+ 18H2∂2sv − 38κaκa∂2sv + 6∂sH∂2sv − 34∂sv∂2sv + 14vκa∂2sκa + 14κa∂2sωa
40
+ 6H∂3sv + 34∂4sv
)
+O(3R) (G1)
(∂tU)a =ga − νκ˜a
R
+ (v)2κ˜a − 2U˜aΩ− Ia + 2U¯ Ω˜a + 2vΩ˜a + 2vω˜a − 3κ˜a∂sv
+ νR( 34εa
cRbcκb − 5316H2κ˜a − 916κbκbκ˜a − 3516 κ˜a∂sH− 78H∂sκ˜a − 18∂2s κ˜a)
+R2
(
− 245 “V (2)a − 8Hv(1)a − 3320εac“V (1)bc κb − 18Ω2κ˜a − 18v2κbκbκ˜a + 12H2κaφ˙
+ 932κaκbκ
bφ˙− 58 κ˜aφ˙
2 − κ˜aφ˙Ω− 14vκbκ˜aΩb − 14vκbκ˜aωb + 2910Hκaκ˜bωb
− 12 κ˜aΩbωb − 38 κ˜aωbωb + 14κbΩbω˜a + 14κbωbω˜a + 3κaφ˙∂sH− 18H2κ˜a∂sv
+ 34Hvκ˜a∂sv − 1964κbκbκ˜a∂sv − 14κaφ˙∂sv − 38κaΩ∂sv + 34HΩ˜a∂sv
+ 34Hω˜a∂sv − 518 κ˜a∂sH∂sv + 332 κ˜a(∂sv)2 − 65∂sv(1)a + 4Hφ˙∂sκa + 14vφ˙∂sκa
+ 34vΩ∂sκa +
19
32vκ
bκ˜a∂sκb − 932vκaκ˜b∂sκb + 12H2v∂sκ˜a + 3v∂sH∂sκ˜a
+ 12H∂sv∂sκ˜a − 18v∂sv∂sκ˜a + 6910Hκa∂sφ˙− 12vκa∂sφ˙− 14Ωa∂sφ˙− 14ωa∂sφ˙
+ 34∂sκa∂sφ˙+
1
4 φ˙∂sωa +
3
4Ω∂sωa +
1
4 ω¯∂sωa +
19
32κ
bκ˜a∂sωb − 932κaκ˜b∂sωb
+ 12H2∂sω˜a + 3∂sH∂sω˜a + 18∂sv∂sω˜a − 14∂sκ˜a∂tv − 14κa∂tφ˙− 638 Hκ˜a∂2sv
+ 38vκ˜a∂
2
sv +
1
4 Ω˜a∂
2
sv +
1
4 ω˜a∂
2
sv − 38∂sκ˜a∂2sv + 38 φ˙∂2sκa + 4Hv∂2s κ˜a
− 14v2∂2s κ˜a + 916∂sv∂2s κ˜a + 38κa∂2s φ˙+ 4H∂2s ω˜a − 12v∂2s ω˜a + 18 κ˜a∂s∂tv
− 14∂s∂tω˜a − 2116 κ˜a∂3sv + 38v∂3s κ˜a + 38∂3s ω˜a
)
+O(3R) . (G2)
If the higher moments of Navier-Stokes equation and the incompressibility constraint are then used to replace the
unknown variables as summarized in Table V, and also if time derivatives in corrective terms are replaced using the
lower order dynamical equations, we obtain the closed and final results with order 2R corrections included
∂tv =g +
νH
R
− I − 2UaΩ˜a − Uaω˜a + 6H∂sv − v∂sv − ∂tU¯ + 3∂2sv + νR( 74H3
+ 34Hκaκa + 154 H∂sH+ 14κa∂sκa + ∂2sH) +R2
(
Ω2H+ 14Hv2κaκa +Hφ˙
2
+ 2Hφ˙Ω + 12HvκaΩa − 34HΩaΩa + κaφ˙Ω˜a + 54κaΩΩ˜a + 12Hvκaωa
− 12 κ˜aφ˙ωa − 34 κ˜aΩωa + 12HΩaωa + 14Hωaωa + 12H3∂sv − 3Hκaκa∂sv
+ 2vκaκ
a∂sv + 2κ
aΩa∂sv + 2κ
aωa∂sv +
33
2 H∂sH∂sv + 34H(∂sv)2
+ 32Hvκa∂sκa − 14v2κa∂sκa + 34 κ˜aφ˙∂sκa − 14vΩa∂sκa − 14vωa∂sκa
− 38κa∂sv∂sκa − 38v∂sκa∂sκa + 12 φ˙∂sφ˙+ 12Ω∂sφ˙+ 32Hκa∂sωa − 14vκa∂sωa
− 14Ωa∂sωa − 14ωa∂sωa − 38∂sκa∂sωa + 3∂sv∂2sH+ 272 H2∂2sv − 5716κaκa∂2sv
+ 6∂sH∂2sv + 38∂sv∂2sv + 38vκa∂2sκa + 38κa∂2sωa + 154 H∂3sv + 38∂4sv
)
+O(3R) (G3)
(∂tU)a =ga − νκ˜a
R
+ (v)2κ˜a − 2U˜aΩ− Ia + 2U¯ Ω˜a + 2vΩ˜a + 2vω˜a − 3κ˜a∂sv
+ νR(− 318 H2κ˜a − 78κbκbκ˜a − 138 κ˜a∂sH− 94H∂sκ˜a − 34∂2s κ˜a)
+R2
(
1
2v
2κbκ
bκ˜a + 12H2κaφ˙− 2Hvκaφ˙− 14 κ˜aφ˙
2 − 2HvκaΩ− κ˜aφ˙Ω
− 34 κ˜aΩ
2 − 2Hφ˙Ωa − 2HΩΩa + vκbκ˜aΩb + κ˜aΩbΩb − 12κbΩbΩ˜a
− 12vκaκbΩ˜b − 2Hφ˙ωa − 2HΩωa + vκbκ˜aωb + 2Hκaκ˜bωb + 32 κ˜aΩbωb
− 12κbΩ˜aωb + 12 κ˜aωbωb + 3κaφ˙∂sH− 21H2κ˜a∂sv + 92Hvκ˜a∂sv
− 2716κbκbκ˜a∂sv − 12κaφ˙∂sv − 114 κaΩ∂sv + 92HΩ˜a∂sv + 92Hω˜a∂sv
− 274 κ˜a∂sH∂sv + 1516 κ˜a(∂sv)2 + 6Hφ˙∂sκa − 12vφ˙∂sκa − 12vΩ∂sκa
+ 38vκ
bκ˜a∂sκb +
1
2 κ˜aω
b∂sκb − κbω˜a∂sκb + 12H2v∂sκ˜a + 12κbωb∂sκ˜a
+ 3v∂sH∂sκ˜a − 92H∂sv∂sκ˜a + 94v∂sv∂sκ˜a + 8Hκa∂sφ˙− 12vκa∂sφ˙
41
− 12Ωa∂sφ˙− 12ωa∂sφ˙+ 2∂sκa∂sφ˙− 12 φ˙∂sωa − 12Ω∂sωa + 38κbκ˜a∂sωb
+ 12κaκ˜
b∂sωb + 12H2∂sω˜a + 3∂sH∂sω˜a + 94∂sv∂sω˜a − 694 Hκ˜a∂2sv
+ 32vκ˜a∂
2
sv +
3
2 Ω˜a∂
2
sv +
3
2 ω˜a∂
2
sv − 214 ∂sκ˜a∂2sv + 34 φ˙∂2sκa + 6Hv∂2s κ˜a
− 38∂sv∂2s κ˜a + 54κa∂2s φ˙+ 6H∂2s ω˜a − 278 κ˜a∂3sv + 34v∂3s κ˜a + 34∂3s ω˜a
)
+O(3R). (G4)
